Roof Magic
Guide to Venting
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HOW TO USE CLEAR FINISHES

SPECIAL SECTION (PAGE 67):
The American House—STICK STYLE

Rick Jones savor
solitary moment in
is 300-year-old colonial
Cape Cod house, which
he restored himself.
Everyone thinks their children
Susan's are within
Sometimes you can't help but get attached to your work. Especially when you sweat the details until it's virtually perfect. Equal parts art and engineering, our wood windows are checked against specs to within an inch of their lives. Or, to be exact, to within 1/16". Then our artisans like Susan often have their photo taken with their one-of-a-kind handiwork before shipping. Why so proud? Likely for the same reasons you'll have for owning one.

are perfect.

1/16 of an inch.

Susan Miller,
Specials Detailer

Pozzi
WOOD WINDOWS*
Part of the JELD-WEN® family

Handcrafted in Bend, Oregon.

Free catalog: 1-800-257-9663 ext. P3
Or visit us at www.pozzi.com
Can a cabinet knob be beautiful? We think so.

For over 80 years, we at Crown City Hardware have thought of all of our hardware as beautiful. Everything from hand-hammered craftsman pieces to finely detailed door knobs in virtually every architectural style.

To obtain our new 400 plus page catalog, please send $6.50 (refundable with purchase, add $3.00 for rush delivery) to: Crown City Hardware • 1047 N. Allen Ave Dept. 01098 • Pasadena • CA • 91104

"Get lost in the Details"
Owning a 300-year-old house is a flirtation with history.

Heirloom fruits and vegetables are rooted in the Renaissance.

Mending broken stones is a bit like pinning human bones.

Louis Sullivan, pioneer of modern design and master of the skyscraper.
60  Working with Clear Finishes
BY STEVE JORDAN
A glass-smooth clear coat is the ultimate finish for woodwork, but achieving good results requires care.

67  Stick Style
BY PATRICIA POORE
A throwback to English Gothic and European folk dwellings, Stick Style celebrates timber construction with the effusive use of battens as a medium for architectural detail.

Old-House How-To  75
Basics: Marble Mantel  75
BY MARY ELLEN POSON
Teasing out stains on a marble mantel with a poultice.

Advisor  80
Products  82

Good Books  89
BY PATRICIA POORE
Three books make the case for country houses as an elegant chapter in architectural and social history.

Historic Places  93
BY JENNY CUNNINGHAM
Beyond the Space Needle, Seattle is chock-a-block with early-20th-century houses.

Swaps & Sales  117
Resource Network  122
Remuddling  130
Put simply, stone belongs on an old house. Cultured Stone® veneers look and feel like stone and are made from stone, yet install for a fraction of the cost—facts that explain why Cultured Stone® products have worldwide acceptance. For a brochure that shows more than 80 colors and textures, call 800-644-4487. Or visit us at www.culturedstone.com.
Why Restore?

As the curtain rises on a new year—not to mention a new century—I thought I’d visit a question that has been asked many times before, and is worth reposing periodically. Why does anyone restore an old house?

The stock reasons are among the best because they are common to a great many people—often whether or not they care about historic architecture. Period buildings are examples of our cultural heritage; if we lose them we lose a part of our past. Restoring buildings is recycling. It capitalizes on the labor and materials (often no longer available) invested in their construction without sending them to a landfill. Most pragmatically of course, when the finished building is worth more than the time and money put into it, restoration can make good economic sense.

Nonetheless, restoring a house—especially one you’re living in—is a very personal endeavor. The motivation has to come from some inner psychic spring otherwise it won’t survive the many obstacles stacked in the way. I can’t speak for everyone, but here are some of the notions that roll through my brain late at night while I’m painting mouldings in a quiet room.

It’s An Act of Independence. Judging by the folks I’ve met restorers are not lemmings; they march to their own drummers. For me, working on an old house bucks the marketing mantra of our age that the newest thing is always the best. An old house also gives me something that most new construction can’t supply: a building that is unique.

You Discover More Details. Time and shifting tastes radically change many old houses. Like a restored motion picture, where they put back scenes that have been cut over the years and make a new print in the original colors, a restored house gives us a fuller picture of the original intent of the building.

Restoration is a Time Machine. For me, seeing a well-restored or preserved old house is a mind-bending experience that creates another reality. To cite another example, why does everyone—car buff or not—turn their heads when a beautifully restored antique auto motors by? In part, it’s because we’re accustomed to seeing it with some faded paint, lost trim, and rust in chronic spots. When these visual codes for age—lost finish, worn surfaces, sagging lines—have been erased or overcome, we see the car as it’s meant to be, and, for an instant, we are mentally transported to its era.

The same thing happens with old houses, and I think that’s magical.
WE'RE NOT SAYING YOU SHOULDN'T KEEP MEMORABILIA OF YOUR LEAN YEARS.

WE'RE JUST SAYING YOU SHOULDN'T USE THEM TO COOL YOUR LIVING ROOM.

It's time your old window air conditioners found their rightful place among your beaded curtains and bean bag chairs. Now you can afford better. Mr. Slim Ductless Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps from Mitsubishi Electronics. The permanent solution to home and business “hot spots” like kitchens, back offices — any room with a temperature control problem. Mr. Slim won't sacrifice the beauty of your windows. Its indoor air handler is so streamlined it mounts on walls or floors without the need for ductwork.

And its compact outdoor compressor connects to the indoor unit via a single refrigerant line through a small opening in the wall. Mr. Slim is whisper quiet. All you'll notice is its awesome cooling power. It installs in a few hours. It's built to last for years. And Mr. Slim is yours for less money than central air conditioning. Call today about Mr. Slim Ductless Air Conditioners, and save your windows for something of real value — like lava lamps.

Call 1-888-4-MR-SLIM

www.mitsubishi.com/hvac

Circle no. 99
PAPER TRAIL

IT WAS A REVELATION to see wallpapers in 20th-century houses as they were meant to be used [“Twentieth-Century Wallpaper,” Jan./Feb. 2000 OHJ]. I have scraped, steamed, and cursed my way through many layers of old paper on the walls of my 1929 English Cottage house. These papers always seemed tasteless or at least naive—and of course they were dirty and damaged as well. (I wasn’t surprised to learn that most homeowners ordered their wallpaper from Sears, Roebuck and paid just pennies for it.) No way was I going to paper my house!

But the charming photos in your article have begun to bring me around. I tried to imagine the [rooms shown] without wallpaper and couldn’t. More so even than color and definition, the papers provided a period touch. The Colonial Revival reproductions are especially elegant. I’ve started my paper search—and if I were choosing for my little boy, the cowboy wallpaper would be on my list! Thanks for thinking of us 20th-century owners.

—LEAH ROGERS
Newport, R.I.

COOKIN’ GOOD

I’D LIKE TO ADD a note about the gasoline vapor stove (evaporating style) pictured in “Advisor” (Jan./Feb. 2000). I have a great interest in—and knowledge of—early cooking stoves. The Historical Society’s photo corresponds to the enclosed 1897 Quick Meal catalog cut. Examining the photo reveals that all parts of the stove originally nickel-plated have been painted gold. The fuel tank on top is brass and was usually unpainted; the sheet metal parts were japanned black. The oven for the step burner is of later manufacture and not original.

—PAUL SCHONHARDT
Cincinnati, Ohio

TALK OF THE TOWN

NEAL VOGEL’S ARTICLE “When Company Comes to Town” (Nov./Dec. 1999) inspires me to tell you about Walkerville, a company town (now part of Windsor, Ontario) that has retained much of its fine architecture and character since 1858.

The founder was Hiram Walker, a distiller whose vision gave the world Canadian Club whiskey. Walker, a Massachusetts-born vinegar distiller, established a business in Detroit, but saw the potential for real growth across the Detroit River. On the Canadian shore taxes were low, alcohol restrictions were almost non-existent, alluvial farmland (still owned by early French farmers) was cheap, and a new rail line from the east waited for commercial development.

In 1892 he hired George D. Mason and Zachariah Rice, a firm of Detroit architects, to design his flagship head office. Their young draftsman was Albert Kahn [the famed industrial designer]. They designed row houses for the laborers, semi-detached Romanesque Revival houses for the middle-class employees, mansions for the mighty, a railroad station, a hotel and flatiron block of shops, a town hall, a bank, and even a company flag.

By 1910 this garden city was the envy of all who saw it. Walker established his own railroad, police force, school, library, and ferry service, but he never set up permanent residence. Instead, he preferred to commute by yacht from his home in Detroit, and only one of his sons became
WHEN IT COMES TO HOME IMPROVEMENT, INFORMATION IS A PRETTY POWERFUL TOOL.

buying guides — product reviews — how-to guides

THE AMAZON.COM HOME IMPROVEMENT STORE IS NOW OPEN.
WITH TONS OF TOOLS AND INFORMATION, WE CAN HELP YOU DO JUST ABOUT ANYTHING AROUND THE HOUSE.

EARTH'S BIGGEST SELECTION.  amazon.com

books dvd video music auctions toys electronics software home improvement 2shops
a Canadian resident. In 1904 his sons commissioned Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson of Boston to design a stone church as a memorial to their mother, and one of the brothers had Kahn design his Cotswold—style Edwardian mansion. Hiram Walker, that old Yankee Peddler, sure had high standards, and we are the beneficiaries.

—EVELYN MCLEAN
Windsor, Ont.

IN STYLE

PATRICIA, MANY THANKS FOR YOUR PERSPECTIVE REVIEW OF SHINGLE STYLES [BOOKS, JAN./FEB. '00]. THERE HAVE BEEN MANY POSITIVE REVIEWS, BUT NONE SO DETAILED OR THOUGHTFUL AS THE ONE IN OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL. AND, CURIOUSLY, NONE THAT ADDRESSED OUR CENTRAL THEME OF STYLISTIC EVOLUTION.

SO IT WAS GREAT TO SEE THAT SOMEBODY GOT SHINGLE STYLES.

—BRET MORGAN, PHOTOGRAPHER
Fairfax, Calif.

CRACKING THE COLOR CODE


—PAUL GLEYE
Fargo, N.D.

Alas, to our knowledge, there is no broadly useful method for taking historic black-and-white photographs of houses and interpreting them in color. It’s a great idea, however, and some folks have been working on it!

Part of the problem is that the full spectrum of colors is rendered in black and white as shades of grey. Black records as black, of course, but so does red in most cases. Moreover, the shading varies considerably depending upon the photography employed—that is, some processes favored blue, for example, over red.

The motion picture studios of the silent era had the same problem, which is why actors in Charlie Chaplin comedies had to wear heavy makeup to give their skin any tone in the film. Modern computer-colorized films have the colors selected by an artist, not by any scientific means. In fact, this arbitrary coloring has led to some famous gaffes, such as giving Frank Sinatra brown pupils instead of his trademark “old blue eyes.”

This is not to say that old photos
valueless—far from it. They are well worth scrutinizing for placement of colors, especially on Victorian-type buildings. If you see the same general dark tone on, say, the railing and floor of a porch, you might suspicion they were painted the same color. Examining the early coats of paint on the building itself will provide corroborating evidence.

Paint and color research is a fascinating field that draws on many clues to form a general picture of prior color schemes. Besides past OHJs, look into books such as Paint in America (Roger Moss, Editor) for more on the subject. —EDS.

GRAND DAME
I live in a very old (105 years) Victorian house in a small college town in Arkansas in the heart of what is known as Olde Conway. The house has been referred to as a good example of a Painted Lady. When my partner and I bought this house in 1986, it was painted a very dull pale yellow/brown combination. As you can see from the enclosed photo, she has certainly blossomed. We are known over most of the state as the Big Pink House. The color scheme is pink, light blue, and strong purple, chosen because they're the school colors of one of the Universities.

One of my clients told me of your search for more Painted Ladies. If you think that you might be interested in seeing more of my house, please contact me at specialfx@cyberback.com. The interior is just as colorful.

—JOHN W. SCHEMCK
Conway, Arkansas

Wow! If your scheme survives for 50 or 100 years, it will be recognized and cherished as a non-California example of the 1980s and 1990s Painted Ladies movement of the Victorian Revival.

The photographer who has been collecting "more Painted Ladies" is Doug Keister; email him through his website at www.keisterphoto.com. —ED.
Old Cape on the Cape by Catherine Fallin

When you live in a 300-year-old house, you can expect some unusual visitors," says Rick Jones, the owner of a raised saltbox on the Old King's Highway in Barnstable, Massachusetts. "Sometimes they come at two in the morning."

One night Jones thought he heard voices downstairs. They were too loud to be burglars. "I picked out the voice of a house guest, who was giving a tour of my house," he continues. "As I turned over to go back to sleep, I heard footsteps coming up the stairs and then a slightly slurred voice announcing, 'And this is the owner's room.' The steps got closer, and then I heard, 'and this is the owner.' At that point, I just gave up and joined the party."

In the 26 years he has owned the Old Gorham House, Jones has learned to live with the idea that his is a shared treasure. Ironically, when he came to the Cape in 1974, Jones didn't want a colonial house at all. He was searching for a much newer old house, one with high ceilings and tall windows to light his studio, preferably near the water.

Still, once he had been in the house, it never left his mind. "When I first looked at the house, I envisioned what it was going to look like," he recalls. On moving day, the reality of the makeshift repair in the master bedroom sank in.
“When I first looked at the house, I envisioned what it was going to look like more than what it actually was.”

—RICK JONES, HOMEOWNER
When Jones tried to get the 10'-long table he had made into the dining room (above), he found he couldn’t get it through the shallow entry hall, with its narrow stairwell (right). He had to take the table apart and reassemble it in place. The bull’s-eye glass (below) is original to the front door, which dates to the late 1700s.

**RAISED SALTBOX**

**OWNER:** Rick Jones

**PET:** Maine Coon cat, Clouseau

**LOCATION:** Barnstable, Massachusetts

**DATE OF HOUSE:** ca. 1670

**ON-GOING PROJECTS:** Reshingling the front façade; repairing and restoring the old shutters; shoring up the ca. 1700s outhouse/barn so it will stand another 200 years.

**OF INTEREST:** Creating a retreat out of a 20' x 50' tarpaper shack on an island he owns in coastal Maine.

This first repair was a stumper, simply because the floorboards in the Gorham House are unusually long and wide by modern standards. Luckily, the attic had also been finished with extra-wide boards. When Jones removed a few to create a work space in an upstairs back room, he used three to repair the bedroom floor. Jones had to slide the 20'-long boards out the attic window, lower them to the ground, and then back up a ladder into the second floor bedroom.

The first board crashed through the greenhouse roof below. Once Jones maneuvered all three boards into the bedroom, he was delighted to find they just fit the space—but with a slight hitch. Lacking 300 years of wear from foot traffic, they were at least ½" thicker than the boards next to them at the doorway. Jones painstakingly wore the “new” boards down by sanding until they were flush with the old ones.

Naturally, there were other surprises in such an old house. Jones knew that the kitchen floor dipped—the result of a serious fire sometime in the house’s long history—but he didn’t know how dramatically until a friend’s son appeared at the back door in roller skates. “Two seconds later, he smashed into the opposite wall,” Jones recalls.

The floor was so spongy “you could jump up and down and the floor bounced,” Jones says. When he went down in the cellar to investigate, he discovered the location of the old fire, just beneath the massive fireplace. Eight or nine blackened beams stretched halfway across the room, where they met—but didn’t join—lengths of new wood. “It looked like the bow of a boat that sank in the middle,” says Jones, who jacked the crossbeams in place with a long 8" x 8" beam. “You can still slide down the kitchen floor towards the back wall, but now it’s solid.”
Who'd have thought a double hung window could be so versatile? But then, this is no ordinary double hung. From its beautiful wood interior to its extruded aluminum clad exterior, the Clad Ultimate Double Hung features over 100 design improvements. Including an exclusive sash tracking and locking system that makes it easier to open, close and clean.

Plus a host of design options that let you create a look and style all your own. Whether you're remodeling or building a new home, see the one double hung that deserves a second look.

For a free brochure, call 1-800-268-7644.
Top: The walls in the oldest room in the house are 14" thick. Right: The house has changed little since the 1870s.

Sometimes staying true to the house meant sending it back in time. For example, once Jones had ripped out the old electrical wiring in the dining room, he saw no reason to put it back. Today, a candle-lit chandelier hangs over the narrow, 10'-long table where Jones frequently entertains, and the ceiling is stained with a true emblem of the colonial era, soot.

Jones built the table himself, using a single, 20'-long attic board, cut into two pieces of equal length and joined together to make a thick table top. He constructed the base from pieces of lumber he found on his property. When he tried to get the table into the house, he discovered it wouldn’t fit through the narrow front hallway. He took out the dining room window and tried sliding it in through that opening. The table was still too large. Finally, Jones separated the table top from the base and slid both pieces through the window opening, then reassembled them. Needless to say, this is one piece of furniture that isn’t going anywhere.

Sometimes Jones feels like just another observer in this historic house, like the day he was working on the back patio. When he heard a couple of car doors slam, and voices coming from the front yard, he walked around the house to investigate. “I saw some 40 people in the driveway, all looking at the front door. I didn’t have a clue what was going on, so I walked up behind them and discovered that my friend Jack Braginton-Smith was giving a lecture to a group of college students and a professor from Canada.”

Once again, Rick Jones simply stopped what he was doing and joined the party.

Catherine Fallin is the author of Cape Cod Gardens and Houses (Simon & Schuster, 1995).
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Installing insulation will never conjure up images of agony, misery or torture again, as long as you use ComfortTherm™ encapsulated insulation. ComfortTherm™ is wrapped in plastic, creating a barrier between you and the fiber glass. Which means there’s less dust. And less dust means less itching. But ComfortTherm™ doesn’t just make your remodeling project painless, it’s also superior to ordinary insulation after it’s installed. ComfortTherm™ has a built-in, poly vapor barrier which is twice as effective as Kraft facing. ComfortTherm™ can easily be installed in walls and between floors, and a wide range of R-values are available. Even getting information is easy. Call 1-800-654-3103 for a free ComfortTherm™ brochure or visit our website at www.jm.com/comforttherm.
New Life for an Old Fort

A new lakefront community on Chicago’s North Shore has something going for it that most new towns haven’t got: Old houses. The Town of Fort Sheridan was only incorporated in 1998, but a majority of the buildings on the site of the decommissioned fort are at least 100 years old.

In a windfall for both preservationists and developers, the Town of Fort Sheridan is the first military base with National Historic Landmark District status to be turned over to a private developer.

Ever since the Base Realignment and Closure Act, passed in 1992, much of the (often historic) surplus military property in communities nationwide has been converted to new uses, from public parks to private residences. Given Fort Sheridan’s desirable location directly on Lake Michigan, 25 miles north of Chicago, its redevelopment was all but a foregone conclusion. Many of the fort’s buildings were designed in the Richardsonian Romanesque style between 1889 and 1893 by Holabird & Roche, a prominent Chicago architectural firm, and executed in the distinctive yellow brick for which the Chicago area is famous.

All new development must take place in accordance with a master plan sympathetic to the fort’s historic layout, which is remarkably intact. Ultimately, the old fort will be home to 551 new housing units—many of them carved out of an existing trove of about 90 historic buildings, including officers’ quarters.

[continued on page 22]

Monrovia on Mother’s Day
by Mary Ellen Polson

Monrovia, California, is red-hot for old houses. This quiet ‘burb in the San Gabriel Valley is so packed with homes from the 1880s through the 1940s that it’s a favorite location for movie shoots. Despite the town’s small size (36,000), the Monrovia Old House Preservation Group (MOHPG) is nearly 200 households strong. A force for preservation in this rapidly developing area of California (members have been known to visit new old-house homeowners and demand to know their renovation plans), MOHPG celebrates its 20th anniversary with its annual Mother’s Day house tour on May 14. (The tour helps fund matching grants to Monrovia homeowners who need to renovate.) At a party for volunteers after the tour, artifacts from the group’s early history will be on display—among them a 20-year-old heat gun, passed from hand to hand as founding members restored their Queen Anne, Spanish Colonial Revival, and Arts & Crafts houses. No word on whether or not the device is still smoking.

For information about the Mother’s Day tour and Monrovia, check the website: www.goss.com/mohpg.
The 32 single-family houses and six duplexes built as officers' quarters between 1890 and 1907 were quickly snapped up.

Ultimately, the old fort will be home to 511 new housing units—many of them carved out of an existing trove of about 90 historic buildings, including officers' quarters, barracks, and support buildings.

barracks, and support buildings. As part of landscape architect O.C. Simond's plan for the fort, the officer's quarters were built in a park-like setting along curvilinear loop roads on the lake bluff. The enlisted men were housed in a more regimented area with a grid street pattern, on the other side of the central parade grounds.

Not surprisingly, the large single-family and duplex dwellings that once served as officers' quarters were snapped up immediately, at pre-restoration prices that ranged from about $350,000 to more than $1 million. Although all renovations are subject to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, "it's really interesting to see how people individualize these structures," says Will Tippens, coordinator for preservation and master planning for the Fort Sheridan Co., the entity responsible for the town's development. "Thirty-two are virtually identical in their design, but each one is taking on a little of the personality of the owner."

Ironically, Fort Sheridan might have been the site of just another suburban bedroom community but for labor unrest. In the wake of the Haymarket Riots, the powerful industrialists of the Commercial Club of Chicago—Marshall Field, George Pullman, and Cyrus McCormick among them—called for the establishment of a military installation near Chicago in June 1886. The U.S. War Department granted their request within the month, and Fort Sheridan was born.

"The funny thing was, the troops were never called out," Tippens says. Fort Sheridan soon found a role as the major embarkation site for the U.S. Army in the upper midwest, a role it maintained through both world wars and the Korean conflict. "You speak to people my father's age, and they all came through Fort Sheridan," Tippens says. "If you went into the Army from the Midwest, you came in here."

The town's first resident, the son of a soldier stationed at Fort Sheridan in the 1950s, moved in last May. —MARY ELLEN POLSON

Avuncular Houses

Legendary among the futuristic houses of the 20th century is the Dymaxion Dwelling Machine. The creation of visionary engineer/inventor Buckminster Fuller, the Dymaxion house was designed to be a mass-produced "machine for living" that enclosed all the services of a conventional house in a single, circular shell.

The model that Fuller unveiled in 1929 astonished crowds of architects and onlookers with its rational convenience and unconventional construction. The entire structure, estimated to weigh only three tons, was suspended from a single, central mast. Cables carried hexagonal walls made of casein which, because they supported only their own weight, were essentially thin screens.

Fuller's original Dymaxion house remained just a proposal until 1945. In the face of ending war production and housing shortages for returning vets, the Beech Aircraft Company of Kansas tooled up to mass-produce a revised version, incorporating a circular metal skin, that was to be both affordable and portable. Like many promising pre-fabs, as a venture the Dymaxion Dwelling Machine never went beyond the first full-scale house—which still stands outside Wichita. However, it helped define the future of housebuilding with concepts that were completely original and scientifically based.

Or were they? Did Fuller know that, half a world away and for hundreds of years, Mongolian nomads have been making and living in yurts that bear striking resemblance to his revolutionary residence? These felt-and-wood shelters, also erected with a pole and ropes, are moved from site to site to follow herds. Given that Fuller's avowed goal was to "discover the principles operative in the universe," perhaps he tapped ideas closer to home. —Gordon Bock

Distinctly Southwestern, the PUEBLO REVIVAL STYLE (1910–1940) reflects a fusion of Native American and Spanish Colonial architecture with the characteristics of centuries-old adobe construction. Popular at the same time Tudor, Mediterranean, and other eclectic styles were sweeping the country, Pueblo Revival houses typically feature thick, smooth, light- or earth-colored stucco walls with round or blunted edges, and flat roofs with projecting vigas (hand-hewn roof beams), hidden by low parapets. Doors are usually planked or paneled; windows often have lintels. Smoothly stuccoed chimneys are often integrated into the overall mass of the house. While the Pueblo Revival style first appeared in California, it was most popular in Arizona and New Mexico, where new variations still appear today.

Buckminster Fuller modeled his 1929 Dymaxion Dwelling Machine (inset) with radial partitions that defined efficient sleeping, cooking, and living rooms. In the 1940s the Dymaxion Dwelling concept was fleshed out full-scale in metal as a house and a portable bomb shelter (left)—both surprisingly similar in form to the Mongolian yurt (below).
Talk about building a monument to love. When wealthy contractor George E. Starrett built a grand Stick Style mansion in 1899 to honor his bride, Ann, he paid her the ultimate compliment: he had a New York artist paint her image on every panel of the domed ceiling in the mansion’s three-storey tower. The eight panels form a solar calendar; on the first day of spring, summer, winter, and fall, a burst of sunlight pierces one of the ruby-tinted windows and falls on the appropriate vision of Ann. The tower’s remarkable freestanding staircase is a wonder in itself. 11 rooms, $92-225, 744 Clay St., Port Townsend, WA 98368, (800) 321-0644, www.starrettmanion.com

Say, Isn’t It Faux?

BEAUTIFUL, VERSATILE, and enduring, tile has been with us so long that even its imitators are historic. Take the faux-tile wainscots scored into the plaster of bathrooms and kitchens in the 1920s. Or consider Linotile, introduced by the Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co. in patterns designed to resemble the flooring in a Roman villa. In the teens and '20s, homeowners covered their kitchen walls with enameled sheet metal tile—a medium that had the virtue of being fireproof, but hardly kept the heat out of the kitchen. There were even “sanitary” wallpapers, patterned to look like tiles, then varnished to make them almost indestructible. As we look ahead to 2010, it seems only appropriate that the real clay and ceramic tiles of a century ago are being revived in a big way. What’s next? Cyber tile, perhaps?
The Precision Fit® Replacement Window from Pella®, once again proving that you can easily replace an original.

Is it the original? Or is it the replacement? With our Precision Fit® Windows, no one will ever know for sure. That's because we didn't compromise on performance or looks. We wouldn't think of it. But we did think of making replacement windows that are custom built to any 1/4” dimension, so they can be installed easily, without disrupting your paint or wallpaper.

They're available in a complete line of double-hung sash options, including our innovative Designer Series® or the always classic Architect Series®. It's just one of the myriad ways our windows make your home look like a masterpiece. To find out more, contact us at 1-800-54-PELLA or visit our website at www.pella.com.
Heirlooms for the Garden by JoAnn Gardner

In all their varied, often quirky shapes and colors, heirloom fruits and vegetables are enjoying a well-deserved revival. Given the historic precedent for growing fruits and vegetables together in an all-purpose garden, what better place for a frankly decorative planting of these venerable edibles than just outside the kitchen door?

"The kitchen garden makes our senses swim in pleasure" wrote William Lawson in his 17th-century work, A New Orchard and Garden. Lawson was undoubtedly thinking of the Renaissance garden of his times: laden with fruits, vegetables, and culinary herbs, enclosed by a stone or brick wall. Here dessert fruits like apples, pears, peaches, and plums were trained in elegant, space-saving espaliers, branches spread against the wall in a perfect fan or vase shape.

Even as gardeners in this country segregated fruits and vegetables for home use into utilitarian orchards and prosaic vegetable plots, walled kitchen gardens in the classic design continued to thrive on large estates—notably at George Washington's Mount Vernon and Thomas Jefferson's Monticello. Jefferson, whose curiosity about plants was phenomenal, grew a great many types of each vegetable—over 50 varieties of peas alone, 30 kinds of cabbage, 15 different lettuces, and 10 sorts of turnips.

This exuberant style of kitchen garden reached its zenith in the 19th century, when Victorians took the cultivation of fruits and vegetables to a fine art. The extravagant, bountiful gardens of rich estate owners went beyond all previous efforts to supply the household, for they also answered to whim. They devised ingenious methods to raise fruits, vegetables, and flowers out of season, providing everything from strawberries in winter to exotic bouquets to match the color of a lady's dress.

A wealth of antique fruits and vegetables are still available today in colors, shapes, scents, and flavors to accommodate a wide range of tastes. Whatever the size or design, a kitchen gar-
den outside the old house inevitably suggests furnishings—benches, arches, glass bell jars and cloches, tall obelisks to support vines—to highlight the period atmosphere, whether it is based on colonial, Victorian, or cottage-type architecture.

Growing dwarf fruit trees and fruiting shrubs in a single flat dimension, as in espaliers, requires a lot of pruning, but the stunning visual effect and bountiful harvest is worth the effort. First used in France in the 18th century, espalier is a system of training the side branches to grow in a horizontal plane by wiring them on each side to a support. The best subjects were apples, pears, apricots, and cherries. An alternative system, known as cordon, reduces plants to a single stem affixed to a trellis or fence. Good choices for cords are gooseberries, apples, pears, and currants.

The showy and delicious possibilities among heirloom vegetables are numerous, from the 1855 coral-and-white-flowered 'Painted Lady' runner bean, red-stemmed chard, purple cauliflower, and 'Black Beauty' eggplant, to the fantastic 'Turk's Turban' carnival-striped winter squash, grown before 1818. An entire kitchen garden could be filled with varieties of heirloom tomatoes, from deep red and purple to the small yellow early-19th-century pear tomato.

Salsify, Jefferson favorite, is a trouble-free root crop with creamy white skin and white flesh that tastes something like oysters. Rich Victorians cooked the silvery, spoon-shaped leaves of sea kale cabbage as a Christmas Day treat in a white sauce served on toast.

Among bush and pole beans are highly decorative specimens like 'Vermont Cranberry Bush,' with its the cranberry-swarled pods and beans. Head and leaf lettuces include the gorgeous chartreuse, burgundy, and green looseleaf butterhead, 'Four Seasons.'

Even if you never harvest a single stalk for making wine or pie, rhubarb's enormous, arching green foliage and tall, upright cream-colored plumes "makes all our senses swim in pleasure," in Lawson's words. The crimson-stalked 'Victoria,' introduced before 1863, has never gone out of fashion.

JoAnn Gardner is the author of The Heirloom Garden (1992), to be reissued by Garden Way next year.
The secret to a quality home is right under your feet.

Real Wood Plywood. Don’t Settle For Substitutes.

Quality You Can See
- G-P Plus™ plywood Sturd-I-Floor has a fully sanded panel face and provides a smoother surface for finish floor materials.
- See and feel the difference of real wood veneer.

Versatility
- Ideal for use under a wide variety of floor coverings—carpet, vinyl tile, ceramic tile and hardwood floors.
- Don’t limit your flooring options. G-P Plus plywood Sturd-I-Floor allows you the option to change your floor coverings later.

Performance You Can Depend On
- Plywood has been the preferred subfloor material for over 30 years.
- Superior stiffness and weatherability to alternative panels.
- Accept nothing less than plywood for the quality of your family’s home.

Ask your builder for real wood plywood.
Call 1-800-BUILD G-P (1-800-284-5347)
visit our website at www.gp.com

STURD-I-FLOOR is a registered trademark of APA-The Engineered Wood Association. ©1999 Georgia-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved. G-P Plus is a trademark of Georgia-Pacific Corporation.
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Reminiscent of the work of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Arroyo Craftsman expands their Glasgow series.
STEEL WORKHORSE

This portable utility cart combines the strength of hot-rolled steel with tiger maple trim. Equipped with a spice drawer, cutting board, knife holder, shelves, and a stainless steel utensil bar, it’s one of a full line of utility tables and islands. Prices range from $445 to $945. Contact Plymouth TableWorks, (781) 929-5860, www.plymouthtableworks.com. Circle 2 on the resource card.

VIVA LA PLASTIC

Revive the laminate look of your 1940s or '50s kitchen with a Retro choice in WilsonArts’ new Graphic Standards line. Select from 30 patterns, from the confetti-spattered Amusement (second from right) to the tablecloth look-alike, Picnic (far right). They’re just $3 to $5 per square foot. Contact WilsonArt International, (800) 433-3222. Circle 3 on the resource card.
CLEAN AS CLAY
Porcelain lighting fixtures emerged out of the early-20th-century quest for cleanliness, along with tiled walls and ceramic bathtubs. These sleek beauties are 6" high and the streamlined shade accepts a 60-watt bulb. They're $58 each from Rejuvenation Lamp & Fixture Co., (888) 401-1900, www.rejuvenation.com. Circle 4 on the resource card.

WALL OF WATER
Angular, swing-arm, wall-mounted faucets have long been a kitchen convenience. This one features a handy soap dish right over the 12" spout. The cast-brass body comes in chrome on 8" centers. There's also an option for an 8" spout. Retail prices range from about $81 to $93. Contact Gerber Plumbing Fixtures, (847) 675-6570, www.gerberonline.com.

TAMING A SEAHORSE
This cast-iron door knocker is a reproduction of an original casting designed by Wizard of Oz illustrator and Roycroft W.W. Denslow in the 1890s. It's available in two sizes—the 4 3/4" knocker shown here ($65), or the original 9" size ($95). Contact Dard Hunter Studios, (800) 986-3273, www.dardhunter.com. Circle 5 on the resource card.

STAINLESS STYLE
Shimmering with the sheen of solid steel, the Traditional Diamond is one of dozens of nearly indestructible door designs that recall the Art Deco era. You can even specify a door that's bullet-proof as well as beautiful. The pair shown here retails for $15,200. Contact Next Door Company, (888) 791-4450, www.nextdoorco.com. Circle 7 on the resource card.
We challenged our research center to give us the thickest asphalt shingle ever made, and they developed the world’s premier **Tri-Laminate**. Shingles so thick they cast their own shadows to create a dramatic cedar shake effect. But, never to rest on their laurels, they took their know-how to an even higher level with the beautiful new **Presidential TL Tri-Laminate Shake Shingle**. An even thicker Tri-Laminate to make luxurious homes look even more luxurious. But the beauty doesn’t stop there. **Presidential TL** has earned the highest UL Class “A” Fire rating and UL Wind rating, and the coveted **Good Housekeeping Seal**. **3M™ Algae Block™** guards their beauty from dark, dingy algae build-up. And, **Presidential TL** comes with a **Lifetime Transferable Warranty**.

**Presidential TL** is another example of the knowledge we have to share with you and your roofing contractor. To learn more, visit our learning center, Celotex Tech, at www.celotex.com or call 1-800-CELOTEX. “We’re the company you can talk to.”

**THE INCOMPARABLE PRESIDENTIAL TL HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR SUNSET MAGAZINE’S “IDEA HOUSE 2000.”**

---

**THE NEW, INCOMPARABLE Presidential TL™**

**TRI-LAMINATE SHAKE SHINGLE**

---

**Build On Our Knowledge™**

CEILING TILES / SHINGLES / GYPSUM BOARD / RIGID FOAM INSULATION
Every choice should be this clear. Vista Window Film is the obvious choice for designers who demand the extraordinary. Your exceptional design, priceless works of art, delicate fabrics and furniture all need Vista's protection to block out virtually all the cumulative damage from UV rays as well as heat and glare. The choice is yours.

Call for the dealer nearest you  1-800-345-6088

VISTA® WINDOW FILM

Expect the extraordinary.

© 2000 CPFilms Inc. VISTA® is a registered trademark of CPFilms Inc., Martinsville, VA. The nature of certain delicate fabrics and dyes will lead to premature fading regardless of the application of any window film or protective treatment.
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Mending Broken Stones by Susan L. Maltby

Repairing architectural stonework, from window lintels to garden ornament, is not for everyone. Many stone building elements are heavy or ornately carved and best left in the hands of experienced stone conservators and restoration masons. However, when broken stonework is a baluster post, door threshold, or other manageable project, experienced old-house restorers can repair them successfully using tools and skills they already possess.

Professionals rejoin broken stones by pinning, a straightforward technique similar to dovelling together two pieces of wood. In the case of stonework, the reinforcing pins are threaded stainless steel rods, sold at good hardware stores and marine suppliers. Most conservators prefer epoxy for the adhesive, particularly where repairs must withstand the rigors of the outdoors.

The tricky part of pinning is laying out the repair. The stone fragments must align accurately so that pins and their mating holes are in the right places. Begin by setting the stones in their proper positions; most parts will stay put on their own if the break is fresh. Once the pieces are reassembled, take a ruler and draw one pencil line across the object for each pin. These lines mark the alignment of the parts and the location of the pins. Long, rectangular repairs often require three pins, but for small repairs a single pin may do.

Using a carpenter’s square, transfer the pencil lines on the exterior of the stone to one of the broken faces. Next, measure in from the edge of the stone and mark the location of each pin (see photo below). If there are three pins, position the center pin offset from the others. (This makes a stronger repair). When you have marked all pin locations, repeat the layout on the repair.

Left: Lay out pin locations with a square (red lines in photo), then start pilot holes. Blow holes clean with a turkey baster or compressed air, but save dust for coloring crack mortar later.

Right: Rectangular stones, such as this monument, typically use three pins, the center one slightly offset.

When architectural stonework breaks through age or abuse, it’s possible to rejoin the pieces using epoxy and pins.
THE PASADENA SERIES

The layout for pin locations is the most exacting step in the process and a good place to “measure twice and cut once.”

the other face using the same dimensions.

RODS AND DRILLS Select pin stock according to the size of your stone. You can buy stainless steel threaded rod from ⅜” to ¾” in diameter. Then, using a carbide-tipped masonry bit, bore a small-diameter pilot hole for each pin. Angle the hole perpendicular to the face of the break, keeping the drill as straight as possible. (If necessary, attach a level accessory to the drill, or have an assistant spot you.) Make the hole as deep as practical given the size of the stone and length of the bit. Then, when you have completed the pilot holes, go back and bore the finished diameter. Each hole should be slightly larger than the pin diameter to permit minor adjustments once the stone is assembled. For example, make a ¼” hole for a ⅜” pin, or a ⅜” hole for a ¾” pin. Work carefully and don’t rush. Furthermore, if you are repairing delicate ornament or fragile stone, resist the temptation to use a hammer drill, which can shatter the stone. Repeat the process on the other stone.

With bolt cutters or a sharp hack-saw, cut the steel rod into pins of appropriate length, just shy of the combined hole depths. Then blow the holes free of stone dust and flush them with acetone. Afterwards, place the pins in their holes, and assemble the stonework dry to make certain that all pieces align properly. This is your last chance to make adjustments. Carefully disassemble the parts and degrease the pins with acetone.

EPOXY PARTICULARS The condition of the stone that you are repairing will affect the epoxy that you choose. Dry stone—that is, stone that has been in the shop all winter or that always remains indoors—can be repaired with most epoxies. However, damp stone that is used outdoors requires an epoxy formulated for exterior settings. Check with the manufacturer to ensure that their epoxy will work with damp stone.

The object of pinning is to adhere each pin to the stone pieces—not one stone to another. Working one hole at a time with tongue depressors or popsicle sticks, place a small amount of epoxy on the threaded rod and in the hole. Next, insert the pin in the hole, rotating it slowly as you go to ensure that it is well-seated. Then apply epoxy to the holes in the other stone, using the applicator. Remember, it is important to keep the epoxy only on the pins.

When all is ready, carefully bring the two stones together, making sure that they are properly aligned. Then support the assembled stonework so that it remains undisturbed for at least 24 hours. Once the epoxy is fully cured, you can fill areas of lost stone with a lime-based repair mortar.

SUE MALTBY is a conservator based in Toronto, (smaltby@chass.utoronto.ca).

SUPPLIERS


PORTER CABLE CORP 4825 Highway 45 North, P.O. Box 2468, Jackson, TN 38302-2468, (901) 668-8600. Hammer drills, power tools. Circle 13 on resource card.
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Another Side of Louis Sullivan  by Paul E. Sprague

Little of Louis Sullivan’s fame rests on the residences he designed, yet he played a pivotal role in the evolution of the American house. Through his theory of architecture and his own example, he inspired a number of midwestern architects, beginning with Frank Lloyd Wright, who broke new ground in residential design. Sullivan’s impact, however, was not simply on the composition of houses. He had broader interests. He wanted to invent a new style of “living architecture” as he termed it, a modern architecture.

Of course, Sullivan did not come to this realization all at once. In fact, he wrote The Autobiography of an Idea to explain the origins of his concept of developing modern styles from the cultural ethos. Nonetheless this 1924 book helps sketch the personal life of this private man who left little in the way of letters, documents, and drawings.

SINGULAR SOURCES Louis Henry Sullivan was born in 1856 in Boston to an artistic family. His mother sketched and played the piano; his father was a dancing instructor. Because his mother’s family was relatively well off, Sullivan was able to attend the prestigious Boston English High School. Graduating in 1872, the young man studied for a year at the newly founded school of architecture at MIT.

Sullivan’s desire to formulate a new style has its roots in the generation of architects before him. In 1873, he moved to Philadelphia where he worked for architect Frank Furness who was then mixing elements from historic classicism and medievalism. Furness’s experiments in creating an original style out of historical bits and pieces may be traced to his teacher, New York architect Richard Morris Hunt. While studying in Paris in the 1850s, Hunt became interested in originality in architecture through a group of French architects known as the Neo-Grecs.

Leaving Furness in 1873, Sullivan moved to Chicago where he worked for William Le Baron Jenney. He then went to Paris for a year in 1874 to study architecture at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, where both Hunt and H.H. Richardson had preceded him. Back in Chicago, Sullivan worked for various architects, the last being Dankmar Adler, with whom he formed the partnership of Adler & Sullivan in 1883. In

The architect who gave form to the skyscraper and new vision to his profession was a man with lofty ideals.
Right: Impressive bronze gates inset in a proscenium archway of stone define the entrance to the 1890 Getty Tomb at Graceland Cemetery. Far right: Viewed from a distance, the tomb displays the geometric character and original design vocabulary Sullivan brought to later buildings of larger scale.

Style Follows Sullivan

The origin of Sullivan's desire for a new style was a belief that the "fittest" buildings for any age should be the product of the spirit of that age. It was wrong to borrow the forms and details of buildings that had been created as expressions of the mystical spirit of now-extinct cultures. Sullivan demanded instead that architects develop new styles for the industrial age—styles that did not take the architecture of ancient Greece and Rome or the Middle Ages as the point of departure.

By the early years of the 20th century, Wright had achieved this goal, though largely though the medium of residences for which he is so well known. However, the best of the younger architects to take up the challenge was Walter Burley Griffin. He was inspired by Sullivan's call for a creative architecture after he heard the older man speak to a group of young architects in 1900—an impression that was reinforced when he worked for Wright from 1901 to 1906. By 1910 Griffin had come up with a rather severe, almost prehistoric style of his own best seen in the Melson and Blythe houses.

Inspiration aside, Sullivan preferred to plan his own buildings according to formal principles of symmetry and balance. He simply was not interested in new kinds of interior space arranged asymmetrically and revealed externally by picturesque massing—the approach introduced after the Civil War and favored by Wright, Griffin, and others of their generation.

his early work with Adler from 1880 to 1883, Sullivan experimented with a kind of quasi-original architectural design similar to what Hunt and Furness had been producing in the 1860s and '70s.

It was not until 1890 that Sullivan finally achieved a mature architectural and ornamental manner truly his own, the new style for which he had so long been searching. The key buildings are a tomb for the Getty family in Chicago, and a tall office building for Ellis Wainwright in St. Louis. Each is a simple geometric mass—a cube—articulated with a floral and geometric ornamentation largely free of historical references.

AN INSPIRING OFFICE Early in 1888, the young Frank Lloyd Wright joined Adler & Sullivan and, as Sullivan's personal assistant, was able to witness the fulfillment of his ideas first-hand. When Wright left Adler & Sullivan in 1893 to enter independent practice, he had already absorbed Sullivan's vision that the highest aim of the architect should be to create an independent style of his own, a style that in some mystical way would reflect the cultural spirit of his time.

Sullivan's vision inspired a group of architects, some Wright's age, others a bit younger, to produce a vast number of buildings in their own new styles. Fate decreed that most of them would be
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houses but, as is evident from the few non-residential buildings by Wright and his contemporaries such as Walter Burley Griffin, their personal styles were just as valid for office buildings, churches, hotels and libraries. The same is true for Sullivan. The only reason why his new style flourished as commercial buildings was because these were the kinds of commissions his partner easily secured.

In fact, Adler’s capable presence proved a double-edged sword, for after Adler & Sullivan dissolved their association in 1895, Sullivan found it difficult to obtain commissions. The rising tide of taste for architecture based on the historic styles, coupled with increased personal problems, brought Sullivan to a long period of professional and personal decline. For example, Sullivan and his brother Albert, who had been close, parted ways in 1897 never to see each other again.

Possibly looking for firm anchorage in his troubled life, Sullivan married for the first time in 1899. His wife, a woman his own age, remains a mysterious person. She was born in California as Mary Hattabough, but preferred the name Margaret. We now know that her father was a farmer and her first husband a house painter. How someone with her pedigree could have interested the sophisticated Sullivan is hard to imagine. She must have matured considerably after her first marriage in 1880, for she spoke French, was familiar with upper-class life in New York City, and hoped to become a novelist. By 1909, however, the marriage was essentially over and Margaret moved to New York to write her novel, which appeared in 1913. What happened to their child, born in 1900, also remains a mystery.

Sullivan’s fortunes ebbed so far by the time Margaret left, that he was forced to auction off his library and art collection, partly to assist her move. Afterwards he managed to survive on occasional commissions, mostly for small banks in midwestern farming communities. As he carried them out, Sullivan never deviated from his slowly evolving modern style. Nor did he return to the historic styles that would have made his work more saleable. It was a sad fate for a man whose impact was so great through his work, that of his students, and the midwestern architects inspired by his ideas.

PAUL SPRAGUE is the emeritus Professor of Architectural History at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, and the author of The Drawings of Louis Henry Sullivan.
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- Warm and cozy kitchen and bathroom floors?
- Even heat throughout your home?
- Lower energy bills?
- Room by room temperature control?
- Clean and quiet heating?
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American Classic

Timberline® Shingles protect more American homes than any other architectural shingle.
"Since these little Cotswolds and half-timbered Tudorbethans were actually built of modern stucco and structural tile, it made sense to evoke merely the visual essence of thatch in more practical materials."

—page 48

March/April 2000

"When you brush the first coat of clear finish over new paneling or a freshly installed floor, you start a miraculous metamorphosis. As the translucent liquid flows onto the wood, it enhances grain and intensifies color while protecting the surface in a durable armor. A clear finish is the ultimate covering for natural woodwork, but for some old-house folks, it is also the most vexing."

—page 50

"Most of us know that insulating the attic keeps the house more comfortable in winter and summer. When the attic is poorly ventilated, insulation can't compensate effectively for temperature extremes."

—page 58
Thatch in America

"The harmony of color and irregular lines allow the thatched effect roof to literally melt into the landscape, like the old English thatched straw roofs."
—Wetherbest Stained Shingle Co., 1929

by Gordon Bock

Thick and wooly, with roll-formed eaves and gables like the bangs on some Middle-Ages peasant, thatch is a medieval roofing material. A system of reeds, wheat, or straw secured in place with iron stakes, then shaped and trimmed by eye with special knives, it was used across northern Europe, from the British Isles to Germany to Poland, on cottages, farm houses, and agricultural buildings of all levels. Thatch is a natural, fire-prone material that requires regular maintenance by skilled thatchers, and was all but obsolete by the dawn of the Industrial Revolution in the 1830s. It had no future in the modern world—except in North America.

A century later in the heady house-building boom of the 1920s, designers, manufacturers, and builders rediscovered thatch as the ideal roof to cap the cottages and stockbroker duchies springing up in neo-medieval suburbs across the country—albeit with a technical twist. Since these little Cotswolds and half-timbered Tudorbethans were actually built of modern stucco and structural tile, rather than ancient wattle-and-daub, it made sense to evoke merely the visual essence of a thatch in more practical materials. The details of how they did it are little documented, but evidence of their success still hides quietly in neighborhoods across the continent.

A STRUCTURAL STYLE The thatched roof effect was more than an architectural fad. It took extra expense in labor and materials to pull off and, even in its most watered-down form, was never a shortcut to a novel roof. Though they were also suggested for many planbook houses, thatched roofs appeared on houses of the top architects working in the English-revival idiom, such as H. T. Lindeberg, and in premier architect-designed communities of

Roofed in a cedar blanket of curved eaves, rolled rakes, and undulating waves of shingles, this cozy cottage shines with all the classic features of the thatched effect.
The wave pattern (above) made a virtue of irregular exposure by laying shingles with curved butts so that course lines oscillated. These waves anchor the thatch effect on this house in Shaker Heights (right).

the era like Shaker Heights, Ohio. The popularity of the effect extended across North America, and took firm hold in environments as un-European as Texas, California, and the Pacific Northwest.

CEDAR AS A SOURCE The most likely simulacrum for the reedy cellulose of true thatch was the cedar shingle, and wood shingle manufacturers were quick to take advantage of the vogue. By 1925, the Creo-Dipt Company of North Tonawanda, New York, and the Weatherbest Stained Shingle Company of the same town were actively promoting specifications and details for the effect—which, not coincidentally, was best achieved with their products. It was a brilliant way to create a new market for a decidedly commonplace building material, one that also was being challenged by the asphalt shingle and insurance companies calling for greater fire protection.

Curves were key to the effect. Through clever framing techniques, such as nailing curved furring strips to the top of each standard rafter, any roof slope could be built with a slight camber so that it was roughly 6" higher at the center than at the ends (see sidebar page 51). Carpenters would double up the framing at hips and valleys to accommodate blocking that produced a gentle bend at the change in roof plane, rather than a sharp crease. At eaves and gable ends they fitted more blocking shaped to make semi-circular look-outs.

Over all this gracefully rolling framing carpenters would nail 1" x 4" shingle laths, spaced about 3" apart. In an era before plywood, this lathing (similar to standard nailers used to support shingles and slates) was an effective way to maintain the tight, 20" radius curves at eaves, valleys, and gables. When the lathing and framing was covered over with wood shingles, the basic effect was complete.

Since the goal was to avoid corners and straight lines, thatched roofs required special shingles, and it was here that manufacturers had their most opportunity. To continue the roof around the semicircular eaves and rakes, the cedar shingles had to be either soaked or steamed so they could be bent to the proper radius in a form. This process might be performed on-site by the contractor, or he could purchase the shingles pre-curved from a manufacturer.

In keeping with a picturesque aesthetic, irregularity in the course lines was desired, not discouraged. To make the shingles lay in long, undulating waves, the roofer used shingles with butts sawn in curves or at a slight angle. Laying each shingle to the short side of its neighbor (and thus exposing progressively less wood to the weather) made the course line go up the roof; reversing the process brought it down. The same pattern could be approximated by laying square-cut shingles at an angle.

In fact, the best thatched roofs looked for every opportunity to play with regular dimensions. Carpenters often framed gable ends in a “rolling rake.” In this method,
Theatrical framing techniques lay behind the illusion of cedar and asphalt thatch. Blocking (1) rounded all sharp corners at eaves, rakes, and valleys. Furring strips (2) added as much as 6" to the middle rafters, giving the roof a gentle camber that softened at the ridge. In the most elaborate houses, even the ridge pole was built with a bow. On top of it all, narrow wood laths (3) carried the shingles.

Santarella, shown here in a 1960s view, is a tour de force of construction, as well as asphalt thatched roofing. As Kitson’s incredible roof started to take shape, he realized it would be too heavy for the wood-frame barn to support. Once the roof was complete, he began rebuilding the structure underneath in concrete. Santarella is now a Museum and Garden open to the public Memorial Day through October (P.O. Box 414, 75 Main Rd. Tyringham, MA 01264).
Above: As rendered in asphalt, the thatched effect probably always worked best with giant shingles—once a common product, but now seen mostly in interlocking types for windprone regions. Thatched effect roofs produced with T-lock shingles are common in the suburbs of British Columbia.

Below: This Victoria, B.C. cottage gets its thatch from woodlike asphalt strips, a local product.

the radius of the rake increases as it moves up the roof, so that the thatch is widest at the ridge. Clipped or “bull nose” gables—characteristic of Germanic thatched houses—were equally popular on suburban incar- nations. Architects even popped eyebrow dormers in the open field or at eaves just to cause bumps in the roof.

**ARTISTRY IN ASPHALT** It’s easy to assume that the thatched effect is inherently linked to cedar shingles, and that other roofing materials—even further removed from the reeds and straw of the old country—were never original. However, this is not the case. As the asphalt shingle reached its first flush of popularity and diversity of patterns in the late 1920s, it’s clear that many houses were designed for and originally “thatched” in asphalt.

Thatch in asphalt called on the same roof framing skeleton as for wood shingles, but with a few concessions to the nature of the material. Since the asphalt shingles had to be supported on a closed deck of tongue-and-groove boards, carpenters could not use the spaced lathing of cedar shingles, which took so readily to covering curves. This made it harder to build compound irregularities like cambered rafters and rolling rakes. Even though it was still possible to sheath an eave in a radius using many small boards, most builders considered it enough to leave rakes in a uniform cylinder and roof fields essentially flat, particularly in the tight economic times after 1930.

The roofing itself posed less of a problem. Asphalt shingles could be bent readily on the job, especially if they were warmed first. The only trick was to not break or knock off the mineral coating. Where shingles covered curves on rakes and eaves, they could be layed with the “stayput method.” In this technique, the shingles were lapped not only at their heads, but to one side as well after being nailed in place. It didn’t hurt that the first gen-
The immense thatched effect roof on the renowned Grove Park Inn is composed of formed clay tiles (inset). After nearly a century of service, the poured concrete under-roof that supports them is now being restored.

The variation of asphalt shingles included products like giant individual shingles measuring 12" x 16" and more—far different than the various forms of three-tab strip shingle ubiquitous today.

One of the most remarkable examples of an asphalt shingle thatched roof—all original and still functioning—is Santarella, the home-studio of sculptor Sir Henry Hudson Kitson in Tyringham, Massachusetts. Kitson, famous for his bust of the Revolutionary War Minute Man in Lexington, came to the United States from England around 1916. After a stay in the Boston area, he bought property in the western part of the state with a horse barn, which he converted to a studio. Kitson tried to put a true thatch roof on top of the existing barn roof using local rye, but when the thatch rotted he changed his approach.

Working from 1927 to 1930, Kitson built an elaborate second framework of pine boards—similar to an armature used in sculpting—supported by chestnut beams. Over this he layered brightly colored asphalt shingles, hand-cut to create patterns and waves that represent the leaves of the Berkshire hills in Autumn.

The massive roof, which used 2,000 lbs. of nails, is over 20" thick in places and estimated to weigh 80 tons.

**A CODA ON CLAY** The thatch effect, untethered from its original material and application as soon as it crossed the Atlantic, has even been executed in clay tile, the most Mediterranean of roofing materials. By the 1910s, a ceramic tile company in Kentucky began producing a line of terra-cotta red tiles designed to create a thatched effect roof. Similar to cedar shingles manufactured for thatch, tiles were preformed to cover curved eaves, valleys, and gables of a standard radius. Though their use on residential buildings was limited, some 400,000 of these tiles were specified for the main roof of the Grove Park Inn, an Arts & Crafts landmark in Asheville, North Carolina, completed in 1913.

Despite a wane in widespread popularity after 1940, the thatched roof effect is still very much alive, particular in the red cedar producing regions of the Northwest and in the hands of craftspeople who specialize in its installation. Does North America hold a metal or rubber version of thatch? Maybe, just waiting to be found.

---

**SUPPLIERS**

C & H Roofing, P.O. Box 2105
WHAT IF THERE were a way to pour on a new roof? There’s probably no concept more tempting to anyone working on an old house than a product they can brush or roll over a decades-old roof to keep out the elements, yet retain the original materials.

Though technology has yet to present the ultimate brush-on roof useful for all old houses, chemistry innovations since the 1970s have spawned a variety of systems that come close. They can offer a cost-effective solution for many old roofs with problems too big to patch, but too small to warrant reroofing. Since the industry is immense with many overlapping terms, here’s some basic questions you’ll want to consider if you think that a liquid roof may be for your old house.

WHAT IS A LIQUID MEMBRANE? There are many processes in the roofing industry that employ a liquid to create a protective, seamless surface. Generally, the technologies most popular for use over existing roofs fall into a broad class called variously liquid membrane or cold-applied roofing systems. In new construction, these systems are designed to cover many types of substrates—from plywood to rigid foam to concrete. This versatility can make them equally ideal for covering certain kinds of pitched roofs on houses.

The big boon to liquid membrane roofing arrived about 20 years ago when manufacturers perfected the technology for water-based systems. Water released the roofing industry from heat that was often necessary to keep bituminous compounds liquid enough to apply. (For example, hot-applied systems, such as “hot-mopped” built-up roofing for row houses, require on-site cookers for installations.) Water-based technology also sidestepped the large-scale need for solvents, making these systems far less noxious for the environment and, generally, very user-friendly.

HOW DO LIQUID MEMBRANES WORK? When the liquid in a liquid membrane evaporates, the solids bond to form a flexible surface that is not quite a single-ply roofing membrane, such as EPDM rubber (see March/April 1998 OHJ), but much more than a paint. Depending upon the system, some of these coatings are often called elastomeric—that is, coatings that can stretch to roughly twice their normal length. Components vary widely with the products, but generally they are based on of three types of systems:

**MODIFIED BITUMINS** — Asphalt or coal tar
that has been combined with a polymer to improve characteristics.

**RUBBERS** — Manmade rubber in virgin or recycled form.

**ACRYLICS** — A large group of tough, stable synthetic resins.

Liquid membranes are frequently installed in multiple layers: 1) primer or base coat; 2) second coat; 3) top or wearing coat. As with paint, layer durability is a function of product quality, and you get what you pay for with liquid membrane roofs. Five gallons of one product might cost half of another, but when the final coating is thin, because a large proportion of the liquid has evaporated, the savings is lost. Fillers are poor economy as well. In acrylic systems, they may add bulk to the liquid, but they won’t have the UV resistance of a 100% acrylic product.

**WHAT ABOUT FABRICS?** Many systems also have the option of using some sort of reinforcing fabric—usually woven from manmade fiber such as polyester. Like cellulose or fiberglass felt in asphalt shingles or roll roofing, the fabric adds dimensional strength to the membrane. Fabric also helps keep the coating in place as it flexes with the inevitable expansion and contraction of the substrate—particularly the case with metal roofs—and it helps bridge small joints and seams in the substrate.

Fabrics contribute performance to liquid membrane roofs, but they add to the costs, both in labor and material. More-
A Coating Case History
by Matt Gill

My wife Sharon and I have been restoring our 1868 Italianate country home since 1993. The house, which had been empty since the 1950s, needed all major maintenance items, including mechanical systems—heating, electrical, and plumbing—and roofs. On the main roof, we replaced the existing three-tab asphalt roof with a premium textured architectural shingle. The roofs over the porches and bay window, however, have a much lower slope, so they were originally covered with flat-seam terne metal. Probably as old as the house, these roofs were full of rust holes, due to lack of maintenance, and starting to rot the wood decking underneath.

Though temporary fixes lasted for three years, when the roof over the bay window began to leak it was time to make permanent repairs. I looked into replacing the roof with copper or new terne metal, but both required soldered joints and the skills of a craftsman. After studying the ads in OHJ, I decided that an acrylic coating product was a solution that I could apply by myself and still retain the look of the original terne metal roofs.

**Carpentry Comes First** Before I could coat the roof, I had to repair all of the structural and surface damage in order to prepare a sound, straight base. For example, several roof joists had rotted off, so I sistered in new lumber. Since the parlor ceiling was already opened up, I was able to replace some of the rotten decking boards from below without disturbing the terne metal above.

In other cases, I had to cut open a portion of the metal roof, repair the deck, then reinstall the metal. Where there were large holes in the metal, I fitted in new sections of galvanized sheet metal, then anchored them to the deck with galvanized deck screws. Not surprisingly, much of the damage was near the built-in type gutters that edged the roof.

**Roofing in Rolls** After I finished repairing deck damage and patching the old terne metal, I wire-brushed the entire roof, cleaned it, and applied a rust-inhibiting metal primer. The following day the roof was ready for the first application of acrylic coating. The product I used (Acrylic Roofing System by Resource Conservation Technology) recommends a roller with a 1/2" nap. After applying the first coat, you embed lengths of polyester fabric in the wet coating, then follow immediately with a second coat of acrylic. Since the coating dries very quickly, the fabric has to be applied within a few minutes of the first coating.
I found that the easiest way to perform the fabric step was to first lay it out dry, cut it to an appropriate length, then roll the fabric up. Next I would coat about a 2' section of roof and unroll the fabric into the wet acrylic. Then I would quickly apply the second coat of liquid on top of the fabric and continue to the next section.

Using this method, I applied the subsequent sheets, lapping sections by 3" or 4". At some laps I had to recoat the first sheet to get the second to adhere properly. (When I started the project, the air temperature was in the 90s, which greatly increased the coating set-up time.) Since this is a four-coat system, I applied the third and fourth coats the following weekend after the others had dried thoroughly. The first two coats were concrete grey, but I picked patina green for the finish coats so they resemble weathered copper. The manufacturer recommends applying a new coating of acrylic every five years, a process which should maintain the roof indefinitely.

Overall I am very satisfied with the system and its ease installation. The cost of the roof, including carpentry repairs, was $350, substantially less than the $3000 estimates for a new copper roof. I logged about 35 hours total labor for the complete job—about ⅘ of that time in repairs to the roof decking, soffits, and brackets. The next phase of our project will be to use the acrylic system on the two porch roofs.

over, the expense of fabric is not in the material alone. During installation, reinforcing fabrics have to be thoroughly wetted down, which may require 30% to 50% more liquid than just a simple coating.

WHERE CAN YOU USE LIQUID MEMBRANES?
Generally, liquid membranes are most applicable for smooth roofs. In old houses, this makes flat or low-pitch built-up roofs good candidates, as well as metal roofs with both flat and standing seams. While many products have excellent adhesion to asphalt shingles, seamless coatings may not be ideal long-term for a roof that is supposed to breathe between courses.

Though a liquid membrane may provide an alternative to buying a new roof, it won’t avoid good installation practices. Manufacturers usually recommend extra fabric or coating methods at roof penetrations, such as pipes and chimneys, flashings, and terminations at eaves and rakes. As with all coatings, good surface preparation is critical, particularly for water-based elastomers. Unlike solvent systems, water-based elastomers cannot redissolve, say, the chalky surface of an aged asphalt roof to secure a good bond. Rust and scale on metal roofs must be power-washed off and mechanically removed, if necessary, with wire brushing or gentle blasting. However, with a good installation, and regular maintenance recoating, a liquid membrane roof can be a second chance for an old-house roof. Special thanks to Scott A. Bennung of Preservation Products.

SUPPLIERS

VENTILATING AN ATTIC

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

Attic ventilation is one of the most poorly understood functions of a house, old or otherwise—particularly in terms of its relationship to insulation. Most of us know that insulation helps a house stay more comfortable in winter and summer, cutting heating and cooling bills accordingly. When the attic is poorly ventilated, however, insulation can't compensate effectively for temperature extremes—or handle the potentially damaging moisture build-up that's likely to ensue.

Before the advent of air-retarding housewraps, weather-tight windows, and weatherstripping, houses tended to be fairly leaky. Cracks and gaps in the house's weather envelope allowed most of the water vapor created by respiration, cooking, dishwashing, bathing, and clotheswashing to escape. Even for old houses, this is no longer likely to be true. Houses are built (and restored) tighter these days, and contemporary households use far more water than those of a century ago.

Through the dynamics of air movement in a house, a lot of this moisture can end up in the attic, where it condenses on rafters and roof decking. Left unchecked, this condensation can saturate the roof, attic floorboards, insulation, and even walls and ceilings.

Properly ventilating an attic "has everything to do with the performance of the roof shingles and the energy integrity of the insulation," says John S. Morris Jr., manager of contractor services for Globe Building Materials Inc. "If the insulation is wet, its R-value goes way down."

Modern building codes for ventilation require one square foot of free vent area for each 300 square feet of attic area. (Screens and louvers reduce the free area by two-thirds.) If the house lacks a vapor retarder between the living space and the attic, or lacks intake vents, the requirement doubles to one square foot for every 150 square feet of attic space.

While the gable vents found in many old houses may approach these minimum standards, they allow for only limited air flow, especially across the underside of the roof deck. A more effective means of ven-
The Thermal Effect

An effective ventilation system uses the thermal effect (the property of warm air to rise and cool air to fall) to create a natural circulation of air in an insulated attic. Placing intake vents at the lowest point in the attic (usually in the eaves) and exhaust vents at the highest point (the ridge) speeds the movement of air, wicking moisture from the attic in winter and excess heat in summer.

Bringing air into an attic is to create a path that enables natural thermal patterns to exhaust the heat and moisture that tends to collect there.

Just as you would size a boiler to the size of your house, you'll need to size vents to the size of your attic. Intake and exhaust vents work in tandem, meaning they must be of equal air-flow capacity in order to work properly. (Building codes supply formulas to insure a proper balance of intake vents to exhaust vents.)

Since warm air rises, the exhaust vents should be placed at or near the roof ridge. (Ridge vents were developed for just this purpose.) Intake vents should be positioned as low as possible on the roof, normally in the eave soffits. If the roof is insulated (and it should be), there must be a void of at least 1 ½" between the underside of the roof deck and the insulation, which should have a vapor retarder on the attic side. Once all the elements are in place, air at ambient temperature flows in through the soffit vents, helping to draw hot or moist air toward the roof ridge, where it can escape through the ridge vent.

While builders install ridge vents as a matter of course in new construction, adding one to an old house is usually a retrofit—a job that's best done when the roof needs a new set of shingles. Because of the relationship between poor ventilation and the potential for shingle failure, most of the major asphalt roofing manufacturers have developed ridge vents that work with their other roofing products.

“The biggest challenge we roofing manufacturers face is convincing homeowners that they need more ventilation,” Morris says. Homeowners looking at a $6,000 or $7,000 roofing job don't usually want to hear that incorporating a new ventilation system will add 10 to 20% to the project's cost.

Those additional dollars can potentially offset every dime you'll spend on a new roof. “Proper ventilation can mean the difference between early failure and long life for a new roof,” Morris says. “Doing things the right way will cost you a little bit more money, but it's going to save you a lot of grief in the long run.”

SUPPLIERS


CELOTEX CORP. (Celotex Roll Vent), (813) 873-1700. Circle 25 on the resource card.


GLOBE BUILDING MATERIALS (SmartAir vent system), (800) 456-5648. Circle 29 on the resource card.

Working with Clear Finishes

When you brush the first coat of clear finish over new paneling or a freshly installed floor, you start a miraculous metamorphosis. As the translucent liquid flows onto the wood, it enhances grain and intensifies color while protecting the surface in a durable armor. A clear finish—be it traditional oil varnish, modern polyurethane, or one of the new waterborne products—is the ultimate covering for natural woodwork, but for some old-house folks it is also the most vexing.

With dozens of products on the paint store shelf, each one more or less suitable for old-house projects, choosing a clear finish can be confusing. No less intimidating for many restorers is applying a finish that is glass-smooth and flawless—especially on vertical or inverted surfaces. Fortunately, the answers are as clear as the finish itself, once you have good tools and a few techniques at your command.

Create Good Conditions To keep your varnishing project enjoyable, set up the best possible working conditions. You'll need good light to varnish, but never direct sun. On a hot surface the finish won't flow out right. Conversely, make sure there is adequate heating (between 60° and 70° F). If the room is cold, the finish will not set up appropriately, and you might
return the next day to find it full of sags and runs. Finally, avoid working on damp, rainy days. Excessive humidity prevents clear finishes from drying, and makes it hard for vapors to escape the work area.

Before applying the first coat, prepare as dust-free a room as possible. Vacuum floors, as well as all surfaces to be finished. Take the time to remove dust over door casings or in joinery cracks that you might inadvertently pick up with your brush. Although proper ventilation is important, don’t create direct breezes with fans or windows, and designate your work area off-limits to other workers.

If your finishing project is new work, you will only get a smooth look and scintillating grain with scrupulous preparation. First, clean all wood surfaces before applying any stains or clear finishes. Bleach discolored areas, then wash or sand off fingerprints, pencil marks, chalk lines, and blemishes. Meticulous finishers routinely wash all wood surfaces with a rag dampened in denatured alcohol. Final-sand all surfaces with 220-grit sandpaper, sanding only with the direction of the grain. Lightly sand off any right angle edges and all sharp

The tools for top-quality clear finishing are ageless and low-tech. From top, left: a clean work pot to hold the finish in use; paint strainers for filtering out impurities; your chosen product; thinner or other solvent for clean-up; a quality brush; sanding pads and tack cloths for preparing and cleaning existing surfaces.
Finish Types for New Work

Though some manufacturers would have you believe one product is acceptable for every application, you can narrow the choices to three common brushable clear finish types.

**OIL-BASED VARNISH**—Until about 25 years ago, oil-based varnish was every homeowner’s favorite clear finish. Oil varnishes might be individually formulated to fit various needs—floor varnish, trim varnish, marine varnish, artist’s varnish, and furniture varnish—but each was composed of the same basic ingredients: oil, resin, driers, and solvents. It’s not uncommon to find a decades-old oil varnish finish in good condition. Despite this track record, many coatings manufacturers no longer produce oil varnish, but it can be had with a little hunting. Varnish is a joy to apply; dries to a very clear, elastic finish, and provides good protection against spills and scuffing on trim, doors, and floors. On the downside, varnish dries slowly, yellows with age, requires solvents for clean-up, and is not as abrasion and water resistant as polyurethane.

**OIL-BASED POLYURETHANE**—Over the last 20 years, oil-based polyurethane has displaced varnish as the best selling clear finish. Manufacturers addressed early complaints that polyurethane looked like a heavy plastic coating, and now it’s impossible to tell the difference between a varnish or a polyurethane finish. Similar in composition to oil varnish, yet much harder due to the addition of polyurethane resins, polyurethane provides extraordinary resistance to moisture, alcohol, and abrasion. It’s a great choice for kitchens and bathrooms where humidity and moisture are a problem. Since polyurethane dries faster than varnish, the time between coats is shorter. But like varnish, polyurethane requires solvents for clean-up, and it yellows with age.

**WATERBORNE POLYURETHANE**—It’s no wonder that a mere 10 years after they first appeared waterborne polyurethanes are popular with both professionals and do-it-yourselfers. In warm, dry weather, you can apply three or more coats in one day, shortening the customary three or four days for a small project to 24 hours. As with latex paint, waterborne polyurethane produces very little odor, and brushes clean up with water.

But it’s not all roses. Waterbornes are watery and relatively thin when dry, so they’re trickier to apply than traditional clear finishes. With this in mind, some manufacturers offer special waterborne sealers that sand easily and promote a quicker build-up of material. Waterborne clear finishes dry clear and do not yellow. For most applications this is a benefit, but over some dark or dark-stained woods, it may leave a faint milky film. To overcome this problem, finishers tint their waterbornes amber to compensate for the lack of color in the finish. Apply all coats of waterborne polyurethane unthinned, sanding between coats.

The Deal on Sealers

Some clear finish manufacturers sell sanding sealers specifically designed to be a first coat over unfinished wood. These products usually take less time to sand and recoat than applying the finish as the first coat. Sanding sealers also create an exceptionally smooth base for subsequent coats. Never intermix different brands of sealers and finishes, however, and do not use varnish sealers with polyurethane finishes. If you cannot purchase a sanding sealer for your oil-based polyurethane or oil-based varnish, thin the first coat by 10%—15% with an appropriate thinner. Most manufacturers do not recommend thinning waterborne finishes.
corners—for example, the arris where door stiles and rails meet panels. Finally, remove any remaining dust with a tack cloth.

Make sure all surfaces are completely dry before coating. Whether you use sealer or finish for the first coat, sand it when dried with 220-grit or 280-grit paper, then clean the surface with a tack rag before the next coat. Although many sealers are designed to dry quickly, actual drying and recoating time will vary with temperature and humidity.

If you choose a waterborne product for your finish, it’s a good idea to first brush a coat of water on the surface. Waterborne finishes significantly raise the grain of the wood. This makes the first finish coat rough. The water raises the grain in advance so you can sand it smooth before the first coat. This step is especially important if you’re using a waterborne finish over stain. (If you over-sand the finish, you might abrade through the stain.)

**Prepping Old Work** Even though existing clear finishes are, in effect, already sealed, they require fastidious preparation of a different kind. First, wipe the surface well with a cleaner to remove hand oils, food, and surface contaminants. If the finish has been maintained with waxes, polishes, oils, or rejuvenators, clean with an appropriate solvent, such as VM&P naptha. Ventilate the area well, and change paper towels or rags frequently to remove, rather than smear, wax or oil.

The most insidious contaminants are polishes and oils that contain silicone—the curse of woodwork and furniture refinishing. Silicone causes “fisheye,” a defect where your fresh coat of clear finish is suddenly marred by small craters that won’t disappear with a second coat (see page 64). The trouble is, silicons are tenaciously difficult to remove. A swipe of a cleanser or solvent won’t do the job, but careful cleaning with ammonia might work. You can also try spraying a thin coat of shellac over the surface to seal the silicone. Many professional finishers shrug off excessive cleaning and mix a drop or two of fisheye eliminator in their finish. Available for both oil-based and waterborne finishes, fisheye eliminator stops the problem by adding silicone to the new finish, thereby reducing the surface tension between the old and new coatings.

To ensure that your new coat is anchored adequately, scuff up the old finish with sandpaper to create a mechanical bond. If the finish is hard and in good repair, 150-grit or 180-grit sandpaper is fine. If your finish is thin and brittle, but doesn’t need stripping, use 220-grit or finer...
Finish Types for Old Work

When you want to apply a new coat of clear finish over an existing finish, you should use the finish that is most compatible with the old finish. To do this, you must determine the nature of the old finish—a step that is sometimes easy and sometimes not. Here are a few tips to help identify old finishes:

- If your finish is very old (75 years or more), dark, and melts easily with denatured alcohol, it’s probably shellac. In this case, recoat with shellac (See Jan./Feb. 1995 OHJ), oil-based varnish, or oil-based polyurethane.

- If the finish is 15 to 50 years old and unaffected by alcohol, it is probably varnish or polyurethane. In this case, oil-based varnish or polyurethane is the best choice for refinishing.

- If the finish is recent—say within the last 10 years—and dissolves with alcohol, it’s probably a waterborne clear finish and should be finished with a waterborne finish.

Sandpaper. Stores even sell surface preparation liquids intended to replace the elbow grease of sanding. Professionals disagree on their value, but a bonding solvent is better than no sanding at all. Apply a test patch of finish to make sure there are no contaminants left behind. If your test patch scrapes off easily with a fingernail, the surface needs more preparation. As with new work, vacuum and tack off any dust before you apply your first coat.

**KEEP IT CLEAN** Never shake a can of clear finish to mix the contents. Shaking creates bubbles that show up on the finish as little dots or blemishes. Rather, stir the finish with a clean paint paddle, lifting material from the bottom of the can until the all the finish has the same consistency. This is especially important if you choose any sheen other than glossy, because the additives that create the sheen will settle.

To avoid introducing dust and particles that will mar the surface, experienced painters never pour more finish from the can than they need for one coat. They also never pour finish back into a virgin can. Instead, at the end of the workday they discard any leftover material, or save it in a separate container. When you work from an old can of finish, always strain the material through an inexpensive cone strainer. If your can is brand new, it shouldn’t need straining, but if the new material feels excessively rough after the first coat dries, strain it for the remaining coats.

When you apply any clear finish, use a clean work pot and brush that has never been in paint. If you drop your loaded brush on the floor or foul it with dust, don’t put it back in the clean finish; stop and clean the brush or get a new one. When using an oil-based finish on consecutive days, you can defer daily brush cleaning by wrapping the brush in plastic wrap and storing it in the freezer.
APPLY THE FINISH  To get a feel for how
your chosen finish brushes on, it’s a good
idea to practice coating a sample board.
The customary clear finish on new work
uses three coats. First, a coat of sealer or
thinned finish. Follow this with a light
sanding and an unthinned second coat of
finish, using the sheen of your choice: flat,
eggshell, satin, semi-gloss, or gloss. When
the second coat dries, sand it with 320-grit
paper, tack the surface, and apply a third,
final coat. Work from top to bottom but,
when finishing doors or cabinetry, always
brush-in the panels first, then advance to
the surrounding stiles and rails. When pos-
sible, detach doors and support them hor-
izontally to reduce the opportunity for sags
and runs. Always remove all hardware first.

It’s best to dip your brush partially
into the finish, patting out the excess on
the side of the can. Apply your brushload
of finish over the surface in a long sweep-
ing movement, not all in one place. Then
brush the finish out evenly in long strokes,
working in the direction of the grain. On
vertical surfaces, you’ll find that finish has
a tendency to accumulate and run down
the rails long after you’ve moved on. To
avoid this, wait until your brush is almost
exhausted of material, then apply the finish
sparsely at lower panel areas.

Finishing overhead is tricky. To pre-
vent finish and thinner from running down
your hand, never use a brush that has just
been cleaned. If you have a large area to
finish, wrap a cloth around the ferrule to
catch the excess.

The first coat of clear finish on new
work usually goes quickly. The reason is,
you can readily see where you’ve applied
finish, due to the color change in the sur-
face. The finish also penetrates the wood
some, which reduces the incidence of runs
and sags. The second and third coats,
though, are not as easy. Even though a
freshly applied brushload of clear finish
looks wet—really wet—it is difficult to see
exactly where you’ve applied the material
and where you’ve stopped.

To make matters worse, as the finish
dries the wet appearance dulls, and ran-
dom areas of drying finish usually look
like holidays (skips in the finish). Resist
the urge to return to these areas because
drying finish should not be touched up.
Most professionals avoid this problem by
consistently inspecting their work from a
raking angle, or by directing a strong light
on the working surface from a raking angle.
The key is to use the best light possible;
daylight is ideal, but not direct sun.

Perfectionists might want to apply a
fourth and fifth coat for a deeper appear-
ce, sanding and tacking between each
case. After all, that look of wood glowing
warmly under a rich layer of amber is the
beauty of a clear brushed finish.

STEVE JORDAN is an architectural con-
servator with Bero Associates Architects in
Rochester, New York, a painter for 20 years,
and a devout fan of old-fashioned varnish.

Special thanks to UGL/ZAR and Historic
House Parts (www.historichouseparts.com)
for help with location photography.

THE ONE SOURCE
for all of your RENOVATION & BUILDING needs.

- Solid brass drawer and door hardware
- Floor and wall coverings
- Sinks, tubs, basins
- Lav sets, kitchen and tub faucets
- Solid brass lighting
- Over 2,000 building and renovating essentials

free catalog
1-800-659-0203

(Mailed third class • First class $2)
Ask for Dept. 2467, or write

RENOVATOR'S
Renovator's Old Mill, Dept. 2467, Millers Falls, MA 01349

Lav Sets and Faucets. Ceramic washerless design surrounded by solid brass.

Solid Brass Formal and Traditional Lighting. Authentic period designs for every room in your home.

Ceiling Medallions, Corner Medallions and Pediments. Add the period look of plaster without the mess or cost.

Solid Brass Door and Drawer and Cabinet Hardware. The best and widest selection anywhere, treated with our exclusive RSF no tarnish finish.

Classically styled Cast Iron Tubs. Create a relaxing retreat and pamper yourself in authentic period style.

Pedestal Sinks and Basins. Crafted of grade "A" vitreous china. We've got the look you want!
The marble mantel in my apartment is easily the plainest in the building, an 1865 Second Empire row house in Boston's historic South End. But it's still white marble, that lustrous, luxurious material that recalls the snow-white peaks of Carrara—or it would, if only the mantel were clean.

When I moved in, the top surface was pitted in places and stained with a combination of soot, rust, and what appeared to be coffee rings. Rust-colored stains and more soot grimed the fireplace surround. I've since discovered that stains that looked the toughest cleaned up with a little bit of soap and water, while seemingly innocuous stains defied repeated treatments using an arsenal of chemical weaponry.

Despite its great age, this marble mantel at Gainswood in Demopolis, Alabama, is in top condition. Marble was a favorite material for mantels between 1840 and 1880.
Types of Stains

Most stains on marble fall into one of five categories: soot or smoke, oily stains, adhesives, organic stains such as coffee and tea, and rust. If the mantel will come clean at all, each of these problem stains usually responds to a specific solvent that unlocks the stain within the stone. That said, it's not always easy to determine the cause of a specific stain. Plan to experiment with several different cleaning agents, particularly if your mantel appears to have multiple types of stains, as mine did.

Since marble is porous and easily damaged by acids or abrasives, teasing out certain stains requires a bit of finesse. While a number of commercial marble cleaners are on the market (see “Suppliers,” p. 78), it's relatively easy to create your own cleaning agents, usually with materials available at the local hardware store.

Basic Cleaning

Mix up a sudsy batch of a non-ionic detergent, such as Ivory Liquid, with warm water, and scrub the mantel with a medium-stiff, natural bristle or plastic brush. (Avoid wire brushes, steel wool, or other metal utensils.) Use a toothbrush dipped in suds to clean tight spaces.

If the mantel is still dirty after this initial cleaning, use a stronger cleaning agent—ammonia diluted with water, or full-strength if necessary. Organic stains may respond better to a mix of hydrogen peroxide and water. Be sure to wear rubber gloves to protect your skin when you're working with these chemicals.

While you can also try a little diluted household bleach on persistent stains, bear in mind that bleach may etch the stone. (Never combine bleach with ammonia; together they produce a toxic gas that can cause severe damage to the respiratory system.)

Creating a Poultice

If your mantel is particularly dirty, there will probably be some residual staining—discoloration deep in the pores of the stone. One of the most effective techniques for drawing out persistent stains is to use a poultice made from a thick layer of an absorbent material, activated by the solvent that works best for that type of stain. As a rule, leave the poultice in place for at least 24 hours, under a layer of plastic wrap sealed with painter’s tape.

The wet poultice allows the solvent to penetrate deeply into the stone. As the poultice gradually dries out, the solvent migrates back into the absorbent material—drawing the stain with it. For best results, the poultice should be at least 1/4” thick; the thicker the poultice, the more thoroughly the cleaning agent can work.

Almost any color-neutral absorbent material can be used in a poultice, from shredded toilet paper to commercial poultices formulated specifically for marble (see absorbents under
“Materials Check List,” this page). While most of these materials are essentially inert (such as plain paper towels), some contain an active ingredient and should be used for specific types of stains. Baking soda, for instance, is an effective alkaline cleaning agent when wet with water. One caveat: If you’re working with a darker marble, avoid using any of the powders as poultices. The fine particles may settle in the pores. Blotting paper or paper towels are better choices.

Once the poultice has done its work, remove it with a plastic or wooden scraper, preferably before it has thoroughly dried. Wash the marble with mild detergent, then rinse and dry the surface. Now for the bad news: Even if you’ve correctly identified the stain and used the right solvent, you may have to apply the poultice two or three times to completely remove the discoloration. Particularly old or deep-seated stains may not respond to any cleaning method.

**SMOKE AND Soot.** If you still have dingy gray or yellow stains after a thorough cleaning, mix up a ¼"-thick poultice of baking soda and water. Seal the poultice with either plastic wrap or a layer of damp cloths and leave it in place at least 24 hours, or until almost dry. As an alternative, try diluted liquid chlorine bleach applied directly to the stone.

**Oily Stains.** Wax, butter, crayons, even cold cream can eventually soak into marble, creating a persistent stain. Before applying a poultice, clean the area as you would a paint spill—with paint thinner, mineral spirits, naptha, or acetone. If there’s still a residue, use one of the above agents with the poultice method.

**Adhesives.** To remove sticky substances such as gum or tar, try chilling the area with a piece of dry ice. The intense cold should make the spot brittle and easy to pop off. One warning: make sure the mantel surface is completely dry. Any moisture in the stone could freeze and crack the marble. If there’s still a residue, try rubbing

### Problem-Solving Poultices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Stain</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Best Medium</th>
<th>Active Solvent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoke/soot</td>
<td>Thick poultice (1/4&quot;+)</td>
<td>Baking soda</td>
<td>Water mixed with baking soda to make a cleaner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water mixed with bleach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oily stains (wax, crayon, butter, some adhesives)</td>
<td>Thick poultice (1/4&quot;+)</td>
<td>Any of the absorbents.</td>
<td>Acetone, naptha, or mineral spirits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesives (tar, gum)</td>
<td>Chilling</td>
<td>Dry ice; otherwise, try acetone.</td>
<td>None, but be sure marble is completely dry, otherwise dry ice may cause it to crack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic stains (tea, coffee, juices, etc.)</td>
<td>Thick poultice (1/4&quot;+)</td>
<td>Any of the absorbents.</td>
<td>Full-strength ammonia or 1 part hydrogen peroxide to 4 parts water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust (stubborn stains)</td>
<td>Two-part poultice; last step left in place 48 hrs.</td>
<td>Any of the powdered absorbents.</td>
<td>STEP 1: Sodium hydrosulfate solution (1/4 lb. to 1 qt. water) applied for 15 minutes, followed by STEP 2: Apply 1/4&quot; layer of sodium citrate crystals and a 1/4&quot;-thick layer of powdered absorbent, soaked w/water.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Materials Check List

If you’re faced with tough stains of an indeterminant nature, you’ll probably need to experiment with several of the cleaning agents and absorbents listed here.

#### Cleaning Agents
- Non-ionic detergent, such as Ivory Liquid
- Baking soda
- Acetone, naptha, or mineral spirits (paint thinner)
- Hydrogen peroxide
- Household ammonia
- Chlorine bleach
- Sodium hydrosulphate crystals
- Sodium citrate
- Commercial marble cleaner (see Suppliers)

#### Absorbents
- Plain paper towels
- Fuller’s earth
- Whiting (powdered chalk with lime content)
- Marble dust
- Talc
- Commercial poultices formulated specifically for marble (these will contain one or more of the above absorbents)

#### Basic Supplies
- Natural bristle brush (medium-stiff)
- Plastic spatula
- Plastic wrap
- Painter’s tape
- Wet-dry finishing sandpaper (120-, 220-, and 320-grit)
- Marble polish, such as Renaissance Wax
- Buffing cloth or buffing attachment

*Check your Yellow Pages for chemical supply houses*
SUPPLIERS

ACE HARDWARE
(basic supplies)
2200 Kensington Ct.
Oak Brook, IL 60523
(630) 990-6600
www.acehardware.com
Circle 31 on the resource card.

BOSTIK (Alkaline and marble cleaners)
211 Boston St.
Middleton, MA 01949
(800) 726-7845
www.bostik.com
Circle 32 on the resource card.

CUTLERY SPECIALTIES
(Renaissance Wax marble polish)
22 Morris Lane
Great Neck, NY 11024
(516) 829-5899
Circle 33 on the resource card.

HMK STONE CARE SYSTEM
(stone cleaners and sealers)
1555 Burke Ave., Suite C
San Francisco, CA 94124
(800) 424-2465
www.hmkstonecare.com
Circle 34 on the resource card.

MARBLELIFE (Stone and marble cleaning/restoring)
805 W.N. Carrier Pkwy.
Suite 220
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
(800) 627-4569
www.marblelife.com
Circle 35 on the resource card.

PROSOCO (Marble restorers and cleaners)
P.O. Box 171677
Kansas City, KS 66117
(913) 281-2700
Circle 36 on the resource card.

MTA INC./STAR SYSTEM PRODUCTS
(Marble cleaner/restorers, poultices, and polishes)
P.O. Box 397
Manchaca, TX 78652
(800) 356-2505
Circle 37 on the resource card.

To refinish scratched and pitted marble, use wet-dry sandpaper (left), progressing from rough (120-grit) to fine (320 or better). Follow up with buffing powder, then a polish specifically for marble (right).

the spot with acetone, or if necessary, use an acetone poultice.

ORGANIC STAINS. Tea, coffee, juices, and dyes transferred from paper and textiles can all leave troublesome stains on porous marble. Try cleaning the stains with diluted or full-strength ammonia, or alternatively, apply a mix of one part hydrogen peroxide and four parts water. If the stains persist, use either full-strength ammonia or 20% hydrogen peroxide as the active ingredient in a thick poultice.

RUST. One of the most stubborn stains, rust can penetrate marble from flower pots, nails, tools, steel wool, and even some types of soil. While you may be tempted to use commercial rust removers that contain oxalic acid, keep in mind that these can etch the surface of the marble. Commercial poultices are often effective on many of these tough stains, although they won’t work in every instance. For the worst rust stains, you may want to try the following process, provided you can locate the necessary chemicals at a local chemical supply house:

- Dissolve 1/4 lb. sodium hydrosulfate crystals in a quart of water. Apply this solution to the stain with a clean, wet cloth. Leave the cloth in place for at least 15 minutes.
- Remove the cloth, and layer about 1/4” of sodium citrate crystals over the spot, which should still be wet.
- Cover the crystal layer with a thick poultice made from water and one of the powdered ab-
sorbents, such as whiting or talc. Cover the poultice with plastic wrap, taped in place.
- Allow the poultice to work for at least 48 hours. Remove the plastic, and let the poultice dry out. Once you’ve removed this poultice, clean the surface with warm Suds, rinse, and dry.

Evening the Finish
Once the Mantel is as clean as you can get it, you may find the marble has lost its polish. You may be able to restore some sheen by applying a polish formulated specifically for marble. If the surface is still rough after polishing, try a combination of wet-sanding, buffing, and polishing techniques to restore the finish.

WET-SANDING. If the surface is very rough, begin with a 120-grit wet-dry paper, available in hardware stores. If the finish is in relatively good shape, begin with a finer paper, such as 220-grit, and progress to a finishing grade, such as 320. Some darker marbles may require finishing with grades as high as 600-grit. Be sure to keep the surface wet as you work, flushing with water to remove particles.

BUFFING. Buff the wet-sanded surface with a moistened felt pad or buffing wheel and a buffing powder, such as tin or aluminum oxide.

POLISHING. Apply a good quality marble polish with a soft cloth. Rub the polish into the surface to protect and revive its shine. A little buffing should bring out the full luster of your cleaned and restored marble mantel.
Add an **outdoor living room** to your deck or patio.

It's a home owner's dream ... an economical way to shade your deck or patio that also adds value, excitement and hours of enjoyment to your home. If you're seeking shelter from the sun! intense rays, or simply jazzing up the back yard, you'll appreciate the many benefits of **ShadeTree® Canopies**.

- Shades all or part of your deck or patio ... for an amazingly affordable price!
- Turns patios into exciting "outdoor rooms"
- Canopies extend or retract – spans up to 21'
- Easy do-it-yourself installation*
- Protective wind-release mechanism
- Financing available (90 days same as cash - payments as lows as $25 a month!)
- 33 handsome fabric styles (including Sunbrella®
  5-year warranty fade-proof fabrics)

For a FREE 32-page ShadeTree® catalog and video, mail or fax this ad, or call:

1-888-31-SHADE
(1-888-317-4233) FAX 614-844-5991

*Call 800-894-3801 for a dealer or installer in your area.

Create a new level of home and garden comfort! The **ShadeTree® Canopy Collection** is one of the exciting new Outdoor Living Products from CertainTeed, including low-maintenance vinyl DECK, RAILING, FENCE and decorative GARDEN collections. A beautiful ensemble when combined with ShadeTree® Canopies!

Visit our website for more information, or for a dealer in your area: [www.shadetreecanopies.com](http://www.shadetreecanopies.com)

![ShadeTree® Canopies](image)

Tastefully (and affordably) adapts to your home's architecture with a simple, do-it-yourself **wood** frame.

No carpentry skills are required with an **aluminum** support structure.
KNOCK TWO TIMES
We've been told this 1905 house is a Craftsman-style duplex with interior "coffin doors." We're puzzled. Can you help?
— Eileen Montgomery
Houston, Tex.

Though the house does not sport the Swiss Chalet-like details usually associated with the Craftsman style—a term popular on the West Coast for Arts & Crafts houses evocative of architects Greene and Greene—it certainly is a bungalow. At 1-1/2 storeys with a full width porch, the house fits the basic definition of this widely varied type. While many bungalows have gabled roofs, hipped roofs such as seen here are also common. That pronounced kick at the eaves adds a bit of flourish to an otherwise prosaic façade, especially when repeated in the dormers. In fact, if the house had been built with another storey it would look close to a Foursquare—the bungalow's down-home architectural cousin.

Without seeing a floor plan, there's little to say about the possibility of a duplex or the purpose of those double front doors. (Garden-variety bungalows were generally just enough living space for one family!) As for your "coffin door," this macabre name is popularly applied to any unlikely, seldom used door. In 19th century houses, the coffin door often opens off a parlor, the customary room for funerals. Since it bypassed the front door hall and the inevitable close quarters of the second floor stairway, the coffin door supposedly expedited the last journey of the casket and its passenger.

FINDING STOVE MICA
Do you know where I can get isinglass for antique stoves? My parlor stove has round panes—some of which are broken.
— Bill Witt
Stevens Point, Wisc.

The isinglass used to make little windows in countless wood- and coal-burning stoves is actually sheet mica, a transparent stone crystal. A good source for isinglass, as well as many other traditional goods, is Lehman's Hardware (1 Lehman Circle, P.O. Box 41, Kidron, OH 44636; 888-438-5346). Order the isinglass in standard sizes (up to 6" x 8"), then cut to fit with scissors.

The isinglass added windows to stoves such as Baltimore fireplace heaters.

BRUSHING UP
I spent years treating any paintbrush as a disposable tool before realizing that good care is easy and more economical. In particular, a sash brush will be useless for cutting-in sharp edges if the bristles get bent out of line during cleaning and storage. To avoid cowlicks in your brushes, form the damp bristles into their proper shape after each final cleaning. Then, when the brush is dry, store it in the original package or wrap it in heavy paper. This way, the brush won't rest on its bristles.
— Mike Schultz
Portland, Oregon

SLICK SLATE
When the honed slate floors in my old house were looking shabby, I tried this mixture. Combine 3 or 4 parts turpentine with 1 part boiled linseed oil. Rub in a few drops per several square feet of slate, using a soft, lint-free cloth, to turn the stone dark and shiny.
— Meg O'Ryan
Chicago, Ill.

CARPET CLEAN-UP
After pulling up 1960s carpeting, we faced patches of rubber backing stuck to pine floors. What to do? Our paint store recommended Xylol (generic name xylene) as a solvent. Working with plenty of ventilation, it did the job.
— Clare Myers
Trenton, N.J.
We purchase huge quantities directly from the factories and sell directly to the end users. There are no dealers and no middlemen.

We have two quality control offices overseas and a host of machinists and engineers at our three plants in the United States that can take care of any problems as they arise. BUY WITH TOTAL CONFIDENCE!

CALL FOR A FREE 356 PAGE CATALOG!
BUY DIRECT & SAVE!
PRIME TIME

Reduce the chance of mildew growth before you wallpaper in moisture-prone bathrooms and laundry rooms. SHIELDZ Plus, a new wallcovering primer, helps make sure new paper adheres properly while inhibiting the growth of mildew. The primer works on all surfaces, including gloss-painted walls, builder's flat paint, cured plaster, and porous wallboard. It primes, seals, and sizes in one coat; it can also be tinted. SHIELDZ Plus retails for about $25 in paint and building supply stores. Contact Zinsser, (732) 469-4367, www.zinsser.com. Circle 23 on the resource card.

SOUND AND LIGHT SHOW

The Laser Targeting Range Finder combines the measuring abilities of ultrasound with the visual acuity of a laser beam. The laser zeros in on the target area, while the ultrasonic beam bounces off a flat, solid surface to determine the measurement. The Range Finder works accurately in hard-to-reach areas and measures distances of up to 60'. This tool is also a calculator: it adds, multiples, subtracts, and computes volume. The Range Finder sells for about $70 in building supply and home centers. Contact SONIN, (800) 223-7511, www.sonin.com. Circle 8 on the resource card.

CLEAN SWEEP

Plaster repair and other interior projects can produce fine particulates, considered a health threat because they settle deeply in the lungs. Give your old house a clean sweep with a vacuum cleaner equipped with a HEPA filter. Miele's sealed system vacuums capture hundreds to thousands of times more particles per minute than conventional vacuum cleaners. Prices range from about $600 to $999. Replacement filters cost about $70. Contact Miele, (800) 579-4555, www.mieleusa.com. Circle 9 on the resource card.

CONSTANT CUTS

At 19.2-volts, the cordless Saw Boss leaves its competitors in the saw dust. The 6" circular saw made more than 100 cuts on a pine 2" x 4" on one charge in independent testing—six more than the next closest brand. The Saw Boss also zipped through more than 145' feet of ½" plywood. The saw retails for about $299 in building supply centers. Contact Porter-Cable, (901) 668-8600. Circle 10 on the resource card.

PERTINENT SPECS

- 18-tooth thin-kerf Riptide carbide-tipped 6" blade.
- Soft-pulse battery charger prolongs battery life beyond 1,000 charges.
- Comes with two 19.2-volt batteries.
- Cutting capacities of 1 9/16" at 45 degrees and 1 15/16" at 90 degrees.
- Cutting blade positioned on left side of motor for easier line of sight.
- Dust collection bag sold separately as an accessory.
Get Rid of Your Gutters!

Rainhandler®

Self-Cleans.
Unique louver design allows leaves and debris to blow or wash away.

Protects Property.
The Rainhandler self-cleaning system eliminates clogged, overflowing gutters and downspouts. No ground erosion. No more destructive ice dams from frozen gutters.

Protects You.
The Rainhandler self-cleaning system protects you from the need to climb ladders and roofs to clean clogged gutters.

Prevents Erosion.
Rainoff is converted to a 2 to 3 foot wide band of soft rain-sized droplets sprinkling the landscaping.

Maintains Itself.
The all-aluminum, never-rusting, maintenance-free Rainhandler louvers make messy, deteriorating gutters and downspouts history.

Beautifies.
The Rainhandler system is practically invisible. No gutters, downspouts, leaders or splash blocks to detract from the natural beauty of your home.

Installs Easily.
Each 5-foot section comes with 3 brackets & 6 screws. Do your entire home in 3 or 4 hours.

Guarantees.
Rainhandler comes with a 25-year manufacturer's warranty. Performance satisfaction is guaranteed for one full year.

Phone or Write for FREE Information

Rainhandler from Savetime Corp.
Dept. OHO300
2710 North Avenue/Bridgeport, CT 06604
1-800-942-3004/Fax 1-800-606-2028

Name __________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City __________________________ State ____________
Zip ________ Phone ( ) _________________________
An OLD HOUSE is being restored, a New House is being built in a Traditional Style, you need OLD HOUSE JOURNAL'S 2000 Restoration Directory

Your search is over. You don't need to spend days tracking down the right product source for you or your customer's special needs—and you don't have to settle for ordinary solutions. The editors of OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL have taken the pain out of finding unique restoration products and services.

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL'S Restoration Directory is a comprehensive directory of suppliers who make everything from parquet flooring and hand operated dumb waiters to Empire sofas and Craftsman hardware. You'll find more than 1,500 suppliers of bathroom fixtures and faucets, building materials, lighting, decorative accessories, furnishings of all types and styles and a whole lot more.

2000 Edition Now On Sale

$14.95 at major bookstores, newsstands and specialty retailers nationwide.

Or call to order via mail 800.931.2931.

Where To Find Hard-To-Find Stuff
CREATE A LASTING IMPRESSION

Windows and doors play an essential role by defining a home's personality and creating a lasting impression. A portal for people, light and air, windows and doors can change the way a home looks and feels. In historic homes, the proper windows and doors can make the difference between an authentic restoration and one that isn't quite right. Historic homeowners should remember it's important to choose windows and doors that not only enhance the value and beauty of their home, but also keep utility bills in check.

Products that Offer Style and Efficiency

Successful restorations incorporate materials that provide beauty and efficiency. Savvy restorationists realize that choosing the right windows and doors is important, and can add value to the home. For this special section, we've gathered a variety of companies that manufacture windows and doors for historic homeowners.

Energy Efficiency Ratings Adopted

Today's energy efficiency rating systems and certifications make it easy to find energy efficient products. The U.S. Department of Energy collaborated with manufacturers of windows, doors, and skylights and found windows that display the EnergyStar rating decrease utility bills up to 15 percent. In addition, ratings by the National Fenestration Council (NFC) indicate a product's R-value and U-value determine its energy efficiency.

See the following listing for company details.
Variety Defines Today's Product Lines

Made from materials ranging from wood to vinyl to steel, today's windows and doors are available in a wide variety of styles that are easy to install, operate, and maintain. Homeowners will find products to suit nearly every renovation project. Whether you are replacing windows in your Arts and Crafts bungalow home, looking for just the right door to complete the façade of your newly refurbished classic Cape Cod, or in the market for something more traditional for that historic Victorian farmhouse, today's windows and doors are versatile yet functional.

Homeowners Benefit from Innovation

With manufacturers constantly developing innovative new products, homeowners are reaping the benefits. Take a look through the following special section for some fresh ideas on how to incorporate beautiful, energy efficient windows and doors into your next project.

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL

Windows and Doors Special Advertising Section

To request information or brochures from the advertisers in this special section, please fill out this coupon, circle the advertiser number(s), and mail to the address below, or fax to 1-856-488-6188.

Please send me the items circled below. I understand the information will come directly from the advertiser(s).

410  411  412  413  414  415  416

Name

Address

City  State  Zip

Cut out coupon and send to:  OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
P.O. Box 99690
Collingswood, NJ 08180-9857

Valid through 5/31/2000

© 1999 JELD-WEN, inc. All rights reserved. IWP and the IWP logo are registered trademarks of JELD-WEN, Inc. Klamath Falls, OR.
The right door can make any place more inviting.
Beveled Glass Works
Beveled Glass Works designs and manufactures beautiful glass doors and windows for a collection of motifs. Ranging from Craftsman to Traditional Colonial, BGW’s catalog displays an array of designs. Pre-hung and pre-finished doors systems come in variety of solid hardwoods that provide for easy installation. For a free catalog call 800-421-0518 or visit www.bgworks.com.
CIRCLE NO. 410

CertainTee
Now you can have the best of vinyl and wood. CertainTee’s revolutionary CertaWood composite technology creates a wood fiber interior that you can stain or paint to coordinate with your total design interior. Custom sizes for replacement and standard sizes for new construction. A wide variety of styles, all priced more affordably than wood windows. Call 800-782-8777.
CIRCLE NO. 411

IWP® Craftsman Doors
Introducing four IWP-designed Craftsman-style doors that match the look of Arts & Crafts architecture. Each built to IWP’s unmatched quality standards. More choices of glass, fine woods and finishes than ever before. Handsome, handmade and quite simply the best you can buy. Call 800-877-9482, ext. 2A or www.iwpdoor.com.
CIRCLE NO. 412

Marvin Windows and Doors
Marvin offers a free 24 page catalog featuring their complete line of wood and clad wood windows and doors. Beautiful color photographs and information on Marvin’s 11,000 standard products as well as the company’s newest innovations and extensive custom capabilities. Includes a window and door terminology glossary. Call 888-537-8268 or visit www.marvin.com.
CIRCLE NO. 413

Pella Corporation
With a little dreaming and Pella® Windows & Doors, anything can happen. Get the new Dreambook from the company that never compromises on materials, craftsmanship, design or performance. Pella®-Viewed To Be The Best™. Call 800-84-PELLA for your FREE Dreambook. You can also visit our Web site at www.pella.com.
CIRCLE NO. 414

Silver Line
Silver Line offers a complete line of window products for home renovation with windows to match any style. Vinyl construction provides a weather tight seal and is virtually maintenance free. Our integration of performance, quality, price and selection into one product line results in superior windows and exceptional values. Call 800-234-4228.
CIRCLE NO. 415

Woodstone
Manufacturers of fine custom wooden windows and doors. Pegged mortised and tenon joinery, all fasteners stainless steel, brass, or bronze. Muntins to 3/8 of an inch with true divided light glazing. Unlimited hardware choices. Call 802-722-9217, fax 802-722-9528, e-mail sales@woodstone.com, or visit www.woodstone.com.
CIRCLE NO. 416
The Country House

Est you think the word “country” refers to a late-20th-century style of interior decorating, two books have come along to redefine the country house as an elegant chapter in architectural and social history. We are talking here about an upper-class concept, associated chiefly with Great Britain and Ireland but later flourishing on American soil—the estate, the country seat, the second house away from the city.

It is a type dating to the Middle Ages. (“In the smaller country houses, the floor might be of beaten earth mixed with oxblood . . . covered by loose rushes. The rushes were seldom changed, just added to. One contemporary account said that under the floor ‘lies unmolested an ancient collection of . . . everything that is nasty’ and others simply referred to it as ‘the marsh.’”) The idea evolved along with notions of comfort (we can be thankful) through the Tudor and Elizabethan periods, the Jacobean, through the 17th-century English classicism of Inigo Jones, the Baroque of Louis XVI decor in England, on to the Palladian phase and into America, where the houses of Virginia gentlemen are followed 150 years later by the Newport and Long Island re-

“Country house style is a unique blend of two opposite and seemingly contradictory qualities: elegance and informality. The style is deeply rooted in the past, and firmly based in the countryside.”

treats of the super wealthy. A complex history emerges from study of these two books, so different from each other.

The Country House (shown at the top of the page) is broad—a once-over introduction full of enticing color photographs that inspire oohs and aahs, and also decorating ideas for a classic approach to interior harmony. Long Island Country Houses and Their Architects, 1860–1940, is academic and specific, following the commissions of name-architects in this playground of the moneyed during the golden years of the American country house. It is archival and black-and-white, the type is too small—yet it is a fascinating read. Architectural scholars of the Queen Anne, Shingle style, Tudor, and Colonial Revival will revel in this encyclopedic record: 500 pages of thumbnail descriptions and period photographs of seminal houses. Those interested in the summer-house phenomenon, period architects, or in New York or Long Island history also will want this one-of-a-kind project on their bookshelves.

An easier book with broader appeal, The Country House is largely English (understandably) but includes many houses in Scotland, Ireland, America, and Scandinavia. Fast-paced text outlines the history of the country house from the Middle Ages to the 20th century. What it lacks in depth, it makes up for in its clear timeline per-
spective and in rewarding trivia (such as the root of the President’s “cabinet,” and the words “apartment” and “upholsterer”). After a chapter on the development of the country house, the book proceeds by room style, moving from the entry to the sitting and dining rooms, the study, the bedrooms, the conservatory, and even the kitchen and bathroom. The book also presents glorious color photographs of sumptuous interiors worth study today.

Long Island Country Houses is not so much inspirational as it is architectural gossip: a hearty reference to the pleasure palaces of the rich and famous, old money and new, and the architects who served them. At first look academic and stuffy, the heavy hardcover is impossible to put down, peppered with biting-but-true reflections by Brendan Gill (in the Foreword) and eye-opening revelations about clients who survived bad families or the Titanic disaster, and the architects who prospered on talent, connections, and often both. (Gill can be poetic, as well: “...to where the moors of Montauk pitch headlong in a scattering of glacial boulders into the foaming Atlantic, the entire island amounts to a treasure-house of domestic architecture in a score of styles.”) It’s about the Morgans, Vanderbilts, Astors, and Whitneys . . . and McKim, Mead and White, Cass Gilbert, Calvert Vaux and Beatrix Farrand, Brice Price, and Ogden Codman. In hundreds of black & white photos, a specific evolution of architectural style develops, unique to the American dream.

While we’re on the subject of regional architecture, a third book, just recently released, is worthy of attention here. The Baltimore Rowhouse is about city instead of country, working-class rather than upscale, and thus an important foil to the other books. Although region-specific, this book carries national significance in its exploration of the row-house phenomenon and its inherent meaning to city life (whether in New York, Chicago, or San Francisco). It also recounts the changing fortunes of Baltimore rowhouses, from their origins as speculative housing for immigrants to their salvage and revival by back-to-the-city pioneers during the 1970s and 1980s. It explains the troubling dichotomy today, between houses owned by a new class of wealthy professionals and others being demolished at an unprecedented rate as a way to deal with Baltimore’s vacant housing crisis (a problem not unique to Baltimore).

“Baltimore has declared war on huge swaths of its formerly treasured row houses, whose distinctive architecture has sheltered waves of immigrants and the city’s working-class for over a century, but which city officials now describe as derelict,” stated The New York Times in June of 1999. “More than 4,000 row houses have been bulldozed in the past three years ... part of the city administration’s mission to remove unsafe urban eyesores. Thousands more have been abandoned and will be demolished ... the city has no comprehensive plan to replace them and is not sure what it will do with the empty land.”

For those of us with a long memory in the preservation movement, it sounds chillingly familiar. The rowhouse streetscapes and their neighborhoods are the defining characteristic of Baltimore. With the destruction of so many of them—some estimates put it at 20% of the stock by 2004—Baltimore’s identity will change forever, and neighborhoods that nurtured generations of working class residents will disappear. —Patricia Poore
Wood Restoration System

The New Standards To Restore & Replace Wood

Specified by the U.S. Government, national restoration centers, museums, architects, contractors and other professionals, Abatron's restoration materials handle virtually any wood repair problem. Results are guaranteed by years of incredible performance and our service.

LiquidWood®

Deep penetrating wood consolidant. High-strength and strong adhesion, clear, transparent, low viscosity. Regenerates and waterproofs wood by hardening after penetrating. Can be brushed or poured on. Ideal for rotted windowsills and frames, columns, doors, furniture, sculptures structural and decorative components of any size in/outdoors.

WoodEpox®

The most versatile, STRUCTURAL & decorative wood substitute & no–shrink adhesive putty used in any thickness to replace, repair, extend or fill wood and other materials in structures, frames, furniture, boats, components, sculptures, in/outdoors. Can be sawed, nailed, planed, stained, painted. Often stronger than the original, unaffected by water, weather and termites. A NEW STANDARD IN WOOD RESTORATION.

Abatron's Wood Restoration Kit contains LiquidWood A (resin) and B (hardener) and WoodEpox A and B and Abosolv solvent. Available in 5 pint, 5 quart and 5 gallon sizes.

Call (800) 445-1754 (262) 653-2000 • FAX (262) 653-2019

Abatron, INC.

5501 - 95th Ave. Dept. OH Kenosha, WI 53144 USA

Since 1959, manufacturers of: Structural adhesives and sealants Protective and waterproof coatings – Seamless floors – Grouts for pitted and spalled surfaces Terrazzo systems – Expansion joints – Anchoring grouts for posts, precasts and structures Underwater patching compounds – Resins for fiberglass and composites Caulks – Crack injection resins
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To receive our FREE 28-page guide to high-performance TOTO Toilets, call 1-800-350-8686 (ext. 1110), send the coupon below, or visit us at www.totousa.com.

TOOTO USA
1776 Peachtree Rd., NW, Suite 2000, Atlanta, GA 30309-9629

Name
Address
City State Zip
Phone Number E-mail address
When are you planning to begin your project?
Within 3 months □ Within 6 months □ After 6 months □

TOTO
Perfection by Design
www.totousa.com

TIN ROOF RESTORATION
The Space Age Solution for Weatherproofing Historic Roofs

Acrymax® Coatings and Systems help you restore, beautify, and protect a variety of historic roof types, as well as masonry and stucco walls. A long-lasting, environmentally safer alternative to other systems. Acrymax systems are easy to apply and come in a variety of colors. Call today for a free brochure on the Acrylic system tough enough to stop leaks cold.

PRESERVATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Protecting America’s heritage, one landmark at a time.

1-800-553-0523
221 Brooke Street • Media, PA 19063
610-365-5755 • Fax: 610-891-0334
www.preservationproducts.com

PERIOD-INSPIRED CABINETRY
At the Kennebec Company we design and build period cabinetry inspired by the originality and craftsmanship of an earlier time. We welcome your questions and the opportunity to discuss our services. Portfolio available for $10.

The Kennebec Company, One Front Street, Bath, Maine 04530 • Telephone (207) 443-2131, info@kennebec.net

BRONZE
WE TAKE AS MUCH PRIDE IN OUR PLAQUES AS YOU DO IN YOUR HOME

OLD COLLEGE HILL HISTORIC DISTRICT
CIRCA 1810

WHEN ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH

• CUSTOM PLAQUES
• NATIONAL REGISTER PLAQUES
• Healy Brothers Foundry

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG
1-800-626-3229

PLAQUES
Even if you have never been to Seattle, you may feel as though you have. You may be weary of hearing how swell Seattle is—best coffee, biggest planes, mightiest monopoly, blah, blah, blah. But here's the real deal. It's a cover. People who live in Seattle aren't obsessed with Starbucks, Boeing, or Bill Gates. They want you to tour the Space Needle and then get the heck out of the Emerald City before you glimpse what really makes it sparkle.

Seattle's big draw is its vintage villages. Residents find neighborhoods that fit them like custom slippers, from the classic silk slip-on of Denny Blaine to the gaudy faux-fur scuff of Fremont. And each of these urban gems is a snug fit, because geology defines clear neighborhood boundaries with hills, lakes, and a saltwater sound. Most close-in Seattle neighborhoods are chock-a-block with early 1900s single-family homes on small city lots.

The first building boom began in 1898 with the Klondike Gold Rush. Thousands of miners who beat feet to the Yukon didn't get rich, but Seattle merchants who provisioned them hit pay dirt. Since then, there has been an economic progression away from natural resources and into the rarefied air of ideas. Gold, Seattle residents find neighborhoods that fit them like custom slippers, from the classic silk slip-on of Denny Blaine to the gaudy faux-fur scuff of Fremont.

By Jenny Cunningham
trees, trains and planes make way for the Pacific Northwest’s employer of the future: software and Internet companies. The latest boom is good and bad news for Seattle’s historic homes, as high-tech workers flush with cash move into the city’s oldest neighborhoods. While some restore homes to their former splendor, others bring in the wrecking ball.

**QUEEN ANNE HILL** One neighborhood under development pressure is Queen Anne Hill, on Seattle’s tallest hill. From downtown, drive up Queen Anne Avenue and turn left on West Highland Drive. First stop, Kerry Park. No need to know the address. This view stops traffic. On a clear day (and there are some) the Space Needle, downtown skyline, the state ferries, and the floating bulk of Mt. Rainier all shout “Seattle!” It’s the same Cascade view that inspired architect Andrew Willatsen when he designed the Prairie-style house in the 200 block across the street in 1914. The clean lines of the gabled-roofed home may remind you of Frank Lloyd Wright. Willatsen worked with Wright in his Oak Park Studio.

Walk west down Highland for a peek at western Washington’s other mountain range: the Olympics. On the way, you’ll pass the half-timbered Stimson House, a 1904, chalet detailing, in the 400 block. Queen Anne is named for the architectural style, but few examples survived that darn wrecking ball. Find one at 520 West Kinneear Place. If you take a fancy to the 1889 dowager with tower and conical roof, you’ll be interested to know it was recently on the market for $1.1 million!

**FREMONT** Queen Anne may have lovely homes, but it isn’t the center of the universe. That’s Fremont. Take the landmark 1916 drawbridge over the ship canal from Queen Anne. Right away, you’ll see the public art that illustrates Fremont’s motto, “De Libertas Quirkas.” If your Latin is a bit rusty, that’s “the freedom to be peculiar.”
Everything You Need...  
...In One Box  
(Vinyl Fencing has never been easier!)

Want to be a DuraVinyl Dealer?  
Want the name of the nearest DuraVinyl Dealer?  
Call: 1-800-206-4946
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Fremont didn't start out strange. When Seattle annexed Fremont in 1891, it was a plain-Jane mill town. In the 1960s, the decline of mills and rise of suburbs left Fremont forlorn. Then artists discovered Fremont’s cheap rents and Seattle's “Left Bank” was born. A signpost at the intersection of North 35th Street and Fremont Avenue points to attractions near (Troll—2 blocks) and far (Milky Way—69 light years). Let's start our tour one block west of the sign at the Fremont Rocket (North 35th Street and Evanston Avenue North). The rocket is a 1950s artifact from the Cold War, intended to power a missile to Korea. A few years ago, Fremont activists strapped the rocket to a building, festooned it in neon, aimed it toward the mayor’s office and proclaimed it “art.” One block north on Evanston Avenue, check out a humorous statue of Lenin, rescued from a Slovakian garbage dump after the 1989 revolution.

Now a glimpse of old Fremont. Walk east to the library, which is on the National Register of Historic Places (731 N. 35th St.). Completed in 1921, it’s one of the only Carnegie libraries designed in a California Mission style. The old houses of Fremont perch above the little downtown. Stroll around North 42nd and Francis Streets to see an array of early 20th century builder’s homes. Bungalow, Classic Box and Cotswold cottage styles are woven into a pleasant architectural sampler quilt. Cap off your Fremont tour with a visit to Seattle's famous mythic figure under the Aurora Bridge at North 36th Street. For years, friends told me there was a troll tucked under the bridge that ate VW bugs for lunch. I thought they were kidding.

I HOUSEBOAT NEIGHBORHOOD/EASTLAKE It’s unclear when Seattle’s first houseboater strapped together a cedar log float and built a home on it on the east side of Lake Union. By 1908 a Seattle newspaper complained, “Houseboating has become a permanent institution.” The article described houseboaters as a “lazy crew . . . forgetting that the real object of life is to make money.” A couple of communities on Lake Union proved unsinkable. You’ll find the largest houseboat colony floating off Fairview Avenue East between East Roanoke and East Newton Streets. The docks are private, so the best way to see the houseboats is to take to the water yourself. Moss Bay
Replace that old roof with something tilish.

Want the beautiful look of tile without the weight? Met-Tile is just a fraction the weight of most roofing tiles; so you can get the tilish topping you love, with no need for costly truss reinforcement. What's more, our tile-look panels often install right over the existing roof.

Met-Tile protects against the elements, too, with an unbeatable 230+ mph wind rating. Superior resistance to fire, moisture, hail, earthquakes, corrosion and rot. Snow shedding. And energy efficiency. All in eight designer colors. Contact: Met-Tile, Inc., P.O. Box 4268, Ontario, CA 91761; phone (909) 947-0371; fax (909) 947-1510; e-mail mettile1@cyberg8t.com.

You’ve Lovingly Put It Back Together.

With the Unico System, you can fit high performance air comfort into your old house without affecting aesthetics or architectural integrity.

The system’s flexible mini-ducts fit behind walls and ceilings, virtually eliminating the need for soffits. The Unico System is unquestionably the finest new air comfort system for old houses.

The Unico System’s small, subtle outlets are barely noticeable. They deliver the most even, draft-free heating and cooling available.

For complete information on the Unico System, call 1-800-527-0896 or visit Unico on the worldwide web at www.unicosystem.com.
Rowing Center rents kayaks by the hour. It's on Fairview a half-mile south of the houseboats.

From the water, you get a feel for the romance of the houseboat neighborhood. Most of the homes are simple 1920s cottages with overflowing flower boxes. Only the lovely sailboats parked in the "front yard" hint at the houseboat's new-found respectability. In other words, that simple cottage would set you back half a million.

DENNY BLAINE The final neighborhood on our tour, Denny Blaine, has always been respectable. Leave the hardworking docks of Lake Union and drive along the winding wilderness of Lake Washington Boulevard. The "wilderness" is actually part of a comprehensive park plan designed in 1902 by the celebrated Olmsted Brothers. The curving boulevard strings pearls of parks together.

Just north of Viretta Park is the home of neighborhood founder, E.F. Blaine. You may be surprised to learn that the genteel 1902 manor house was also the home of the late grunge rocker Kurt Cobain. Cobain's widow (the infamous Courtney Love) sold the house, but fans still leave flowers on the bench in Viretta Park. Above the park, you'll find the home of one of Seattle's most beloved architects, Ellsworth Storey. Two homes, actually, in the 200 block of Dorffel Drive East, built in 1903 and 1905. The shingled homes meld Swiss Chalet and English Arts & Crafts characteristics into Storey's own blend of understated elegance. There is nothing understated about the Pantages Mansion on 36th Avenue East, built in 1909 for theater tycoon Alexander Pantages and still in private ownership. But what style is it? Architecture books call it everything from "California Mission Revival" to "vaguely Norman." Like most Seattle residents, Pantages was content simply to call it "home."

JENNY CUNNINGHAM writes from Queen Anne Hill.
SCHWERD'S
Quality Wood Columns
since 1860

A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

#130 ATTIC BASE

Our complete aluminum bases are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for exterior columns for a seamless base that will last a lifetime. The aluminum plinths are ventilated for air circulation through the column shaft. Complete aluminum bases are available in three architecturally-correct styles for even diameter columns from 8" to 30".

Call or write for our free catalog.
A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHF • Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262
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VENTINOX Liners
Save Chimneys!
...and provide safe, reliable venting for gas, oil and wood.

• Restores deteriorated chimneys
• Preserves aesthetic appearance
• Protects against harmful flue gases
• Improves chimney performance

Complete lining systems for all types of heating appliances & fireplaces.

Call today for FREE information!
518-463-7284
ProTech Systems, Inc.
26 Gansevoort St., Albany, NY 12202
Leaders In Chimney Technology
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Simply Irresistible.

Allow yourself to be drawn in by the period-styled beauty of flush inset doors and drawers.

**Period Styling.**
Feel the satisfaction found in the marriage of hand-selected materials and furniture quality construction.

**Furniture Quality.**
Surrender to the handcrafted custom cabinetry of the finest quality.

**Handcrafted.**

CROWNPOINT CABINETRY

153 Charlestown Road • Claremont, NH • 03743
Phone: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

Simply Irresistible.

TopSlate™
Castle Metal Products
847-806-4540

KING'S CHANDELIER

COLOR CATALOG SHOWING OVER 100 CHANDELIERS AND SCONCES - $5

PO Box 667, Dept OJ,
Eden NC 27289
336-623-6188 CRYSTAL@VNET.NET
WWW.CHANDELIER.COM

Hand-Crafted Garage Doors For Vintage & Designer Homes.

Overhead automatic opening with swing-open carriage look.

DESIGNER DOORS INC

Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Minneapolis • Philadelphia
800-241-0525 • WWW.DESIGNERDOORS.COM
Designed and Delivered Nationwide
Quality Reproduction Door Locks, Lighting, and Builders’ Hardware

Since 1932, Ball and Ball has been manufacturing the finest quality antique reproduction door hardware including iron strap hinges, brass butt hinges, rim locks, mortise locks, and door knockers, as well as furniture hardware, builders’ hardware, lighting fixtures, and fireplace accessories available. Call for our 108-page catalog, available for $7.00 (catalog cost refunded on first order).

Ball and Ball

463 W. Lincoln Highway
Exton, PA 19341
Phone: 610-363-7330
Fax: 610-363-7639
Orders: 1-800-257-3711
www.ballandball-us.com
A TRADITION AS OLD AS AMERICA

Simply Delicious.

Premium material selection. Full custom flexibility. Furniture quality construction.

Fine Quality.

Custom cabinetry so tempting, it's hard to resist.

Beautiful.

Top it off with Genuine Old Fashioned Milk Paint. Like frosting on a cake.

Milk Paint.

CROWNPOINT CABINETRY


Custom cabinetry so tempting, it's hard to resist.

Top it off with Genuine Old Fashioned Milk Paint. Like frosting on a cake.

Milk Paint.

153 Charlestown Road • Claremont, NH • 03743
Phone: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

Period styling. Handcrafted to the finest quality.

Hand Printed ART WALLPAPER

Birchwood Frieze from our Arts & Crafts Collection

Available by Mail Order Complete Catalog: $12.00

BRADBURY & BRADBURY
P.O. Box 155-C3 Benicia, Ca. 94510 (707) 746-1900 bradbury.com

Adelphi Frieze from our Victorian Collection
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Wide plank hand crafted floors... from our family to yours.

Traditional New England floors made from native woods.

Carlisle Restoration Lumber

Call for your free brochure or sample kit
1-800-595-9663
STODDARD, NH • SINCE 1966
www.wideplankflooring.com
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RESTORATION LUMBER

A TRADITION AS OLD AS AMERICA
Decorative Metal Ceilings  
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W.F. Norman Corporation  
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038  
Fax: 417-667-2708

WOOD SCREEN DOORS

90 STYLES ANY WOOD ANY SIZE ANY COLOR

FREE CATALOG

CIRO C. COPPA  
1231 Paraiso Ave.  
San Pedro, CA 90731  
310/548-4142

WOOD REPAIR

Use genuine Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks, crevices, joints, knots, and nail holes. You can saw, chisel, polish, color, and mold it too. Sticks and stays put — will not shrink. Only original Durham's offers lasting satisfaction.

CIRO C. COPPA  
1231 Paraiso Ave.  
San Pedro, CA 90731  
310/548-4142
WOODEN FLOOR GRATES

From 2"x10" to 20"x32"
- 3 FLOOR MODELS
- BASEBOARD • WALLMOUNTED
- UNFINISHED OR PREFINISHED
- EGGCRATE OR LOUVERED

Send $2.00 for catalog and receive a $5. coupon to:

GRATE VENTS
9502 Linder Ave.
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(815) 459-4306
Fax (815) 459-4267
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T • H • E DURABLE SLATE COMPANY

Providing the highest quality of craftsmanship.
- Slate, tile, and sheet metal. Repair, restoration, and new installation.
- Over 500,000 pieces of salvaged slate and tile currently available.
  Constantly buying new stock.
1-800-666-7445

The best quality & value since 1931.

Metal Spiral Stairs
Oak Spiral Stairs
Victorian One® Spirals

All Kits available in any floor-to-floor height and BOCA / UBC code models. Made in the U.S.A.

Call for the FREE color Catalog & Price List: 1-800-523-7427 Ext. OHJ-00
or visit our Web Site at www.TheIronShop.com

THE IRON SHOP®
The Leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits™
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We offer the finest pre-engineered pavilions and garden structures, prefabricated and shipped throughout the United States and internationally. Call for a complete catalog.

DALTON PAVILIONS, INC.
Designers of the finest gazebos & garden structures
20 Commerce Dr, Telford, PA 18969 Tel 215-721-1492 Fax 721-1501

H.T. Sales Company
718 Tenth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
1-877-Hardware
EST. 1957

MADAWASKA DOORS INC.
"ANY SIZE, ANY DESIGN, ANY WOOD, ANY TIME"
Let us build on your imagination...

Specialists in Classic English fires.
We carry a full range of fireplace tiles, cast iron inserts, and slate mantels.
In wood, gas, or electric applications
Renovations or new construction.
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YOU ASKED FOR IT: MORE!
MORE ISSUES, EXPANDED EDITORIAL.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS is now a bi-monthly, with more pages and brand new features devoted to great old houses and period-inspired decorating. Lavish photos and poignant stories, authentic reproductions, and decorating know-how are now accompanied by even more helpful advice: source lists, style savvy, hardware and lighting, kitchen design and more. No fads, just a classic, personal approach with an emphasis on quality. Learn to bring out the best in your Federal, Victorian, Bungalow or Ranch! TO ORDER: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, or call 800-462-0211 and charge to MC or VISA. GIFTS: Your thoughtfulness remembered all year—fill out the gift card opposite or call the number above; we'll even send a card to announce your gift.

Experience the Style and Inspiration of Old-House Interiors.
Your metal roof need painting?

Here's RAPIDDR®

a new, acrylic, water-based paint that can be applied by spray gun, roller or brush

Repainting an old metal roof is never any fun, but Follansbee's new RAPIDDR® acrylic, water-based metal roof paint will take most of the hard work out of the job.

First of all, RAPIDDR® can be applied by spray gun or roller - no need for a brush - and it dries within a few hours after application. That means your finish coat can be applied the next day.

Best of all, RAPIDDR® will protect your roof for many years. Proof of that - it's the same type of paint used to coat metal in heavy industrial areas where the corrosive conditions are severe.

RAPIDDR® is available in 12 attractive colors and can be purchased through your local roofing materials distributor or direct from Follansbee.®

Make the job of painting your roof an easier one. Call us toll-free at 1-800-624-6906 and learn more about RAPIDDR®.

If you're planning a new home or replacing your present roof, Follansbee's TERNE II® (you may remember it as "the old tin roof") will fit well with your roofing plans. It's charm is ageless, evidenced by its extensive use by architects and builders on modern homes and as a restoration material. The old tin roof has been part of our history since colonial days and TERNE II® carries that tradition into the next century.
Architectural Grille
Custom Designed Fabricated & Finished

- Perforated Grilles
- Bar Grilles
- Curved Grilles
- Custom Gratings & Logos with Waterjet

STOCK SIZES AVAILABLE

Materials: Aluminum, Brass, Bronze, Steel and Stainless Steel
Finishes: Mirror Polish, Satin, Statuary Bronze, Primed, Anodized Colors and Baked Enamel Colors

Call for FREE Catalog!!

Division of Glumenta Corporation
77 14th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11215
Tel: 718-832-1300 / Fax: 718-832-1390 / 1-800-587-6267 (outside NY only)
Web: www.archgrille.com / E-Mail: ag@archgrille.com
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There's a fungus among us!!
Dry Rot in your door & window frames
& sashes, your doors, sills, wood work and
furniture is caused by fungi that eat wood
cellulose. "Git"-Rot's easy-to-use 2 part
epoxy penetrates and saturates the wood and stops that fungus in
its "wood-eating" tracks. "Git"-Rot cures overnight, works with
most sealants and can be sanded, sawed, screwed, drilled & painted.

ORDER "Git"-Rot TODAY!
FIXING ROT FOR OVER 30 YEARS!!!

For More Info and To Order
Call 800-382-9706 or
Visit www.boatlifc.com

HomeLIFE Division / LIFE Industries Corp.
P.O. Box 71789
Charleston SC 29415-1789
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By far the largest assortment of America's
Antique Lighting anywhere in the world.

C. NERI
313 South Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
215-923-6669
fax 215-922-4189
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HomeSaver® Chimney Liners

For Restoring Great Old Chimneys in Great Old Homes

New life for gas, oil, and woodburning chimneys. Our UL Listed, flexible, stainless steel liners are unsurpassed in strength and protection. Call or write for a free brochure and the name of an installer in your area. (800) 437-6685.

HomeSaver Chimney Liners • P.O. Box 664, Fairfield, IA 52556
www.homesaver.com

Useless. Useful.

Take Your Basement from Damp and Dreary...

...to Dry and Cheery In One Weekend.

With DRYLOK® Masonry Waterproofer!

DRYLOK® Masonry Waterproofer protects and beautifies all types of masonry against the damaging effects of water seepage. DRYLOK penetrates the surface, expands as it dries to become part of the wall. And it's guaranteed to stop water—even under pressure. So when you're ready to transform that dreary living space into usable living space, use DRYLOK® or Latex-Base DRYLOK®.

For a free brochure and the name of your nearest dealer call 1-800-272-3235, or visit us at www.ugl.com.
Circa 1840 Recreation

from an Original
Starr, Fellows Provenance

Gustav Stickley

"Heart Sconce"

Legendary Antique Heart Pine flooring in dozens of varieties. Extra long, thick and wide, raised grain beauties in many exciting colors, grain patterns and easy care finishes. Send $5 for a catalog or call anytime for the finest in authentic antique flooring and superb craftsmanship.
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Look what you can do with a MultiMaster

Sand into corners. Saw into tight spaces. Remove grout neatly. Scrape with authority. The MultiMaster kit includes the MultiMaster, sanding pad, scraper, and flush-cut saw blade all for under $200. The optional professional kit includes the carbide grout blade, carpet knife and a carbide rasp. To order a MultiMaster now for immediate delivery from a participating dealer, call 1 800 441-9878.

Fein Power Tools, Inc. 1030 Alcon Street Pittsburgh, PA 15220

Finishing is just the beginning

Fein MultiMaster
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For a Longer Lasting Deck...GUARANTEED!
NO NAIL POPS, NO HAMMER DENTS, NO STAINS, NO DECK ROT!

**GRABBER® DECKMASTER**
PREMIUM DECK FASTENING SYSTEM

- 25 Year Product Guarantee
- Flexibility, Can Be Used With All Species of Wood & Synthetics
- Helps Prevent Wood Rot By Eliminating Surface Holes

**COMES COMPLETE WITH BRACKETS & SCREWS**

205 Mason Circle Concord, CA 94520 (801) 715-3293 www.deckmaster.com

**DECKMASTER SCREWS FOR BRACKETS & JOISTS**

- Galvanized or Stainless Steel
- 10 gauge x 1 1/2" for 2x siding
- 10 gauge x 1 1/2" for 2x decking
- 10 gauge x 1 1/2" for attaching brackets to support joists

CALL for a dealer near you, and a free brochure.

**OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL's Historic House Plans**

You Can Have Your Cake And Eat It Too
For Houses That Look Old But Live New

**Summer 1999 Edition**

Now available for just $8.95 at major bookstores, newsstands and specialty retailers or via mail order at 800.931.2931.

OLD HOUSE JOURNAL
The Original
A Hanley-Wood, Inc. Publication
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Czech Plumber's Bag™
You say you want a revolution.

Direct from the Czech republic, we offer you the traditional plumbers bag. Luggage-like and roomy, yet perfect for books, legal papers, camera equipment or laptops. And yes, you can also throw in wrenchs, pliers, clamps or saws. Get ready for the inevitable — "Where did you get that great bag?" 14½L x 6W x 11H.

Order online: www.duluthtrading.com
Free catalog: 1-800-505-8888

Cedar Breather®
A UNIQUE WOOD SHINGLE AND SIDING UNDERLAYMENT

Cedar Breather® Wood Shingle Underlayment maximizes the performance of cedar roofs. The first product of its kind, Cedar Breather provides a continuous airspace between solid sheathing and wood shingles or siding.

Excess moisture from rain or humidity speeds the deterioration of wood shingles. By creating an airspace, Cedar Breather enables the entire underside of shingles to dry.

Installers will appreciate its easy installation as compared to labor-intensive lathe methods.

For more information about Cedar Breather call Customer Service.

800-346-7655 Customer Service
www.obdyke.com
65 Steamboat Drive, Warminster, PA 18974

Cedar Breather®
New Improved Design
**Doors by Decora**

MANUFACTURERS OF

- HANDCRAFTED DOORS
- SIDELITES
- TRANSMOS
- JAMBS
- SASHES

**OUR CUSTOMERS SAY IT ALL:**

"Decora builds a fabulous product... There isn't any company that would be as much help to a retailer as Doors by Decora."

Ned Tubman
Designer Glass and Door, Newtown Square, PA

"We carry a lot of door lines, but Decora is our pick."

Linda Powers
Glass Art Stained Glass, Greensboro, NC

"98% of the doors we sell are Decora doors. People can see the quality."

Cathryne Hall
Authentic Stained Glass, Grant, AL

Handcrafted in the USA from the finest hardwoods. We can do CUSTOM WORK and can provide units PRE-HUNG complete with HARDWARE and FINISH.

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-359-7557 or visit our website at www.doorsbydecora.com

P.O. BOX 3426 • MONTGOMERY, AL 36109 • 334-277-7910

---

**Handcrafted Copper Roof Ornaments**

- Ridge Cresting
- Weathervanes
- Copper Cornice
- Finials
- Cupolas
- Leader Boxes
- Roof Vents & Plumbing Vent Covers

A unique selection of copper ornaments ready to install or customized to your needs. Catalog $3, refundable with your first order.

**Vulcan Supply Corp.**
P.O. Box 100 • Westford, Vermont 05494

---

**Fix Your Roof with RECYCLED RUBBER ROOFING**

FOR PATCHING, OR FOR ENTIRE ROOF AREA

**SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS, INC.**
824 Keeler Street • Boone, Iowa 50036
800-247-3932
email: sales@spec-chem.com
online: http://www.spec-chem.com

Visit our E-commerce website for more information!
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---

**Snelling's Thermo-Vac**

**The Elegance and Beauty of Yesterday for Today!**

Exact replicas of the beautiful old tin ceilings are now available in durable, lightweight, high impact polymer plastic. They are easy to install, paintable and washable. Available in fire-rated materials and colors. Several patterns from which to choose. Please write or call:

P.O. Box 210, Blanchard, LA 71009
Office (318) 929-7398
Fax (318) 929-3923
Website: www.ceilings-plus.com
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Stops Water in its Tracks!

Concrete Waterproofing by Crystallization™

Concrete is Wet or Damp
Used by professionals worldwide!
Now available for do-it-yourself application
For information call: 888 443 7922
E-mail: info@exypex.com
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Yield House™
NEW ENGLAND MADE HOME FURNISHINGS

Solid birch handmade island features two enormous drawers, storage space, a plate shelf, and a large working area. Beautifully hand finished in our stunning Autumn stain.

Hundreds of unique items!

Shaker and American Traditional designs since 1947.

Call today to receive your FREE CATALOG
1-800-659-0206

Ask for Dept. 2467 • Mailed third class • First class $2
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NO MATTER HOW WELL YOUR RESTORATION TURNS OUT, WE CAN TOP IT.

All it takes is Prestique® shingles from Elk. Prestique Plus and Prestique I High Definition® and Prestique II Raised Profile™ shingles have earned a Class “A” fire rating from Underwriters Laboratories®. And we back them with limited warranties as long as 40 years.

Their three-dimensional, double-thick construction casts deep, elegant shadows - lending character to your carefully restored jewel. What ordinary shingle can do that?

Contact your local contractor, call 800-650-0355, or visit our Web site at www.elkcorpor.com for details.

*40-year limited warranty is available for Prestique Plus Only. Copies of limited warranty are available upon request or by calling Elk.

© 1999 Elk Corporation of Dallas. All trademarks are registered trademarks of Elk Corporation of Dallas. All of Underwriters Laboratories is a registered trademark of Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

Materials Unlimited.

Specializing in antique architectural...doors & hardware, mantels, lighting, stained and beveled glass, columns, decorative stone and ironwork, period furniture and accessories, for over 25 years.

SHOWROOM HOURS: 10AM-5PM MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
TWO WEST MICHIGAN AVE / YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(800)299-9462 or www.materialsunlimited.com

The Ward Quartersawn Clapboard

Authentically Produced Early American Clapboards

Over 100 years of continuous operation by the Ward family. Quartersawing produces a vertical grain which eliminates warping and accepts paint and stain easily for extended life and beauty. Spruce and pine. Widths from 4-1/2” to 6-1/2”. Pre-staining available.

Ward Clapboard Mill
P.O. Box 1030
Waitsfield, VT 05673
Moretown, Vermont, Patten, Maine
(802) 496-3581 (207) 528-2933
Fax 802-496-3294
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REAL ESTATE

CAPE MAY, NJ—Early 19th century nine-room farm house on 1.5 acre lot, in quiet rural setting. One mile from beaches. $275,000. (609) 884-7549.

LANCASTER, PA—Scott/Musser House c. 1775. Magnificent estate-style Penna. Limestone farm house situated on 15.9 acres with access to major highways. Meticulously restored, yet enhanced with all amenities demanded by today's homeowner. Five fireplaces, pumpkin pine floors, original moldings/hardware, 1897 barn barn, smokehouse, pool. Nearly 7,000 sq. ft. including in-home office. Zoned highway commercial. $1,295,000.00. Bill Rothermel, RE/MAX Associates of Lancaster, 1-800-572-2338 or email billr@redrose.net for information or brochure.

HOLLY HILL, SC—Mini estate ideal for horses. Restored and updated 4 bedrooms; 3-1/2 baths. 1865 Colonial on 7 acres (40 additional acres available) with barn, stable and silo. Only one hour from Charleston. $449,900. Call for details, Sadler & Co. (843) 766-0261. E-mail: fpro-caccini@awod.com.


ITEMS FOR SALE

ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPH—Wurlitzer, in sylized wood cabinet. Excellent working condition, all original parts including hand crank, needles, and a selection of period records. Beautiful focal point for music room or library. Photo available upon request. $795 plus shipping (828) 452-2127.


ROOFING TILES—Ludowici-Celadon clay tiles (1914). Flat interlocking tile with brown, gloss, smooth face. Field tile is 8 1/4" x 10 3/4". 30 sqs. of field tiles and 3.5 sqs. of Ridge, V-Hip, Raked Gable, and End piece tiles. (218) 728-0294 or sailorpj@aol.com.

ROOFING TILES—1915 Ludowici Caledon Deck Mould Tiles. dull Green Glaze. $20 each, 41 pieces available. Contact Leslie Smith, (914) 469-3710.

OHJ ISSUES—Nearly complete set of OHJ from original October 1973 issue until present. Two issues are missing: October 1979 and June 1981. $400 plus postage/BOBO. (206) 322-9203 or gkirchner@aol.com.

OHJ COLLECTION—10 years. July/Aug 1989 to present (except March/April 1990). All in great condition. $150 plus shipping. Call (802) 893-2400 or guitar@together.net.

ITEMS WANTED

BRICKS WANTED—Old “Chicago” bricks. Produced between 1910 and 1925. Produced between 1910 and 1925. Cleaned or not cleaned. Contact C. Eddeleman, Auburn, GA. (770) 964-4385 or c.eeddlema@bellsouth.net.

HOME WANTED—Charming old castle with land as a second home. Anywhere in U.S. Call (561) 546-0702 or fax (561) 545-0768. Gosline, 291 S. Beach Road, Hobe Sound, FL 33455-2604.

BASIN WANTED—Round lavatory basin 12 1/2" wide for marble sink. Either plain or decorative. Reply to Jerry Traub, 424 Ohio Street, Vallejo, CA 94590. (707) 643-9425.

EVENTS

WOONSOCKET, RI—15th Annual Rhode Island Historic Preservations Conference is scheduled for April 8 2000 in Woonsocket, RI and various locations within the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage corridor. The conference is designed to give focus to issues of preserving, interpreting and documenting our cultural heritage and sites and enable audience to learn more about Rhode Island’s historic sites, structures, programs and landscapes. One day conference agenda includes: morning plenary session, panel discussions, presentations and bus and walking tours of various historic sites. Hosted by the Rhode Island Historical Preservation and Heritage Commission in collaboration with the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor Commission. For information/conference brochure please call (401) 222-4142 or fax (401) 222-2968.

KNOXVILLE, TN—10th Anniversary Fourth & Gill Neighborhood Historic Tour of Homes, Sat. & Sun., April 29-30. Ten homes and one church on tour, representing Victorian to Arts & Crafts architecture. Tickets only $5.00 per person. Call (865) 521-7155 or visit www.historicknxeville.com for more information.

TECUMSEH, MI—Promenade Tecumseh annual home tour, May 20-21. Many events including a variety of musical talents, crafts, Civil War encampment and a parade. For more information please call (517) 423-3740 or 1-888-261-3367.

REAL ESTATE and RESTORATION SERVICES

ad rates are $4.50 per word, 25 word minimum with $150 for a photograph. Deadline is the first of the month, two months prior to publication. The deadline for inclusion is the first of the month prior to publication. (January 1 for the March/April issue.) Submissions must be in writing and accompanied by a check. Mail to:

Barbara Jones
Old-House Journal Swaps & Sales
Real Estate/Restoration Services Ads
181-20 140th Avenue
Springfield Garden, NY 11413
(718) 712-0757
(718) 712-1061 fax

SWAPS & SALES “ITEMS FOR SALE” ads are FREE to current subscribers for one-of-a-kind or non-commercial items. Free ads are limited to a maximum of 40 words. Free ads are printed on a space-available basis. Deadline is the first of the month, two months prior to publication. For example, January 1 for the March/April issue. All submissions must be in writing and accompanied by a current mailing label for free ads. Mail to:

Swaps & Sales
c/o Ad Traffic Manager
Old-House Journal
One Thomas Circle, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
HISTORICAL ROOF TILES
Largest stock in U.S.

- Our inventory dates to the late 1800s. It includes new tiles and tiles no longer produced.
- We sell in all quantities and ship throughout the United States and also purchase salvaged material.
- We’re specialists in the installation of tile and slate for historical restoration projects.

For a FREE brochure, write or call us today:
TILE ROOFS, INC.
12205 S. UNION AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(888) 705-TILE
FAX (708) 470-9865

HARBOR COUNTRY, IN—April Events: Maple City Blues Fest, April 8, LaPorte, Indiana. Prairie Pride Folk Art Show, April 8-9, Rolling Prairie, Indiana: Handcrafted goods, primitive and country folk art, and select antiques. LaPorte County Antique Show, April 30, LaPorte Indiana: More than 100 dealers showing antiques and collectibles. For more information about these and other Year 2000 events please call Northern Indiana Harbor Country at 1-800-933-6845 or visit www.harborcountry-in.org.

WILMINGTON, DE—Hagley Museum & Library. St. Patrick’s Day Weekend at Blacksmith Hill, a restored worker’s community. March 18-19. Features Irish food, games, and storytelling. Special Irish menu featured at Hagley’s Belin House Restaurant. Admission $9.75, $3.50 for children 6 to 14, free for children under 6. Art & Antiques Show sponsored by the Delaware Foundation for the Visual Arts, March 24-26. Show features fine art from artists in the Brandywine Valley as well as antique furnishings. Admission $5. Also at the Hagley Museum, Hagley’s Storybook Garden Party, April 29. The fun, music, and activities found in several books are part of a day to instill a love of reading. Admission $12 for a family, $5 for adults, $3 for children 6 to 14, and $1 for children under 6. For more information, call (302) 658-2400 or visit www.hagley.lib.de.us.

RESTORATION SERVICES
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LOOKING FOR “INVISIBLE” STORM WINDOWS? HERE THEY ARE!

Historic Property Owners Renovation Contractors Commercial Buildings

You will see the energy savings
Not the Storm Windows
Match Any Color
Match Any Shape
Inside or Outside Mounted
Inside or Outside Removable
Screen and Glass
Fixed- Magnetic- Sliding- Lift Out
Unlimited Possibilities

ALLIED WINDOW, INC.
2724 W. McMicken Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
(800) 445-5411 (TOLL- FREE)
(513) 559- 1863 (FAX)
www.invisiblesstorms.com
“Where custom work is standard”
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EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR— For twenty years, our exterior color schemes have made dreams come true. The Color People, 2231 Larimer Street, Denver, CO 80205. (800) 541-7174. www.colorpeople.com.


STRUCTURAL REPAIR SPECIALIST—30 years experience in jacking, squaring, sill & timber replacement to Early American homes, barns and log cabins. Consulting services by appointment. We will travel anywhere. George Yonnone Restorations. (413)232-7060.

STRUCTURAL REPAIRS—Structural repairs of barns, houses, garages. Call Woodford Bros., Inc. for straightening, jacking, cabling, foundation, and weather related repairs. Free estimates 1-800-653-2276. www.dreamscape.com/woodford

As much as 50% more ventilation than other ridge vents (18 sq. inches per linear foot of NFA)
- Geometric monofilament design provides greater structural integrity
- Nailing line speeds installation
- Patented geotextile fabric prevents rain, snow, and insect infiltration
- Conforms to any roof pitch 3/12 - 12/12
- Meets code requirements (BOCA #98-41 and Dade County #97-0102.02)
- Available in 20' and 50' lengths.

800-346-7655 Customer Service
www.obdyke.com
65 Steamboat Drive, Warminster, PA 18974
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Stained, Leaded & Etched Glass Windows • Old & New Doors • Wrought Iron Fencing, Gates & Oddments • Antique Sinks, Toilets & Tubs • Sunrise Specialty Reproduction Clawfoot Tubs, Sinks & Accessories • Antique & Reproduction Lighting • Garden Ornaments • Birdbaths • Mantles • Columns

O M E G A  T O O
2204 San Pablo, Berkeley, CA 94702
510-843-3636

O H M E G A  S A L V A G E
2400 San Pablo, Berkeley, CA 94702
510-843-7368 fax: 510-843-0666

Quartersawn Clapboard Siding & Building Materials Including Wide Pine and Hardwood Flooring

**Quartersawing** produces a vertical grain clapboard:
- Twists and warps less
- Wears more evenly
- Bonds paint and stain better

Also featuring...
- **Cabots Factory Finish**
  - Exterior Pre-Finish for all types of wood siding.
  - Allows priming or finishing prior to installation
  - with 15 year warranty:
    - Crack, peel and flake resistant
    - Washable
    - Non-yellowing
    - No chalk washdown
    - Paint film will not erode

Granville Manufacturing Co.
- Established 1857 •
PO Box 15 Granville, Vermont 05747

Call, write or fax for Free Brochure
Tel: 802-767-4747 • Fax: 802-767-3107
E-Mail: woodsiding@madriver.com
Web Site: www.woodsiding.com

Brandon Industries
1601 Wilmeth Rd. Dept. OHJ McKinney, TX 75069-8250
(972) 542-3000
Call or Write for Free Brochure!

Shipped Anywhere
Moveable Louvers, fixed louvers or raised panel.
Custom curved tops.
Unfinished or painted in your brand & color.
Interior Plantations in 2½" and 3½" louvers.
Hinges and Holdbacks.

Brochures/Prices, call or write:
SHUTTERCRAFT, 282 Stepstone Hill
Guilford, CT 06437
(203) 453-1973

Class Gutter Systems
For all your half-round needs
- Up to 26' shipped nationally
- Buy direct
- Heavy duty copper & aluminum

5 styles of cast facia brackets
Ph. (616) 382-2700 • Fax. (616) 343-3141
P.O. Box 2319 • Kalamazoo, MI 49003
www.classicgutters.com

The London Bed Company
1 Division of Cheltenham Ltd.

Twin, Full, Queen & King sizes
Toll Free Phone/Fax: 1-877-722-5049
FREE Full-Color Brochure
11/2 Riverside Dr., Palmeto, FL 34221
We Can Solve Your Paint Removal Problems!

The Most Effective, Efficient and Ecologically Safe Paint Stripping System Available Today for Cracking and Peeling Paint on Shingles and Clapboards

- Strips one square foot of paint in 15 seconds,
- Retrieves stripped debris into vacuum systems. Can also be used for lead paint removal,
- Eliminates the need for chemicals, sandblasting or heat removal.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL TOOL INDUSTRIES, INC.
129-B Fletcher Ave.
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
(401) 942-7885
1-800-932-5872
Please visit our website—www.aittool.com

The Best Value in Spiral Stairs
Buy Factory Direct
- Job Delivery Coast to Coast
- Save 30% to 50%
- Quick Ship on Stock Stairs
- Free Enclosed Tread Ends
- Diameters 3½" to 7"
- Oak Treads & Handrail

CALL NOW
FREE BROCHURE
800-368-8280 or 610-631-1360
P.O. Box 183, Eagleville, PA 19408
Salter Industries

Enjoy Soapstone Warmth

Soapstone is nature's most beautiful, durable and efficient stove material. Soapstone absorbs twice as much heat as metal — and releases it steadily and evenly, long after the fire has died. The heat is gentle, even, and soul-satisfying.

Our high efficiency stoves combine the comfortable day-and-night warmth of soapstone with the grace and beauty of fine furniture.

FREE CATALOG AND VIDEO

Enjoy Soapstone Warmth

Enjoy Soapstone Warmth

Soapstone is nature's most beautiful, durable and efficient stove material. Soapstone absorbs twice as much heat as metal — and releases it steadily and evenly, long after the fire has died. The heat is gentle, even, and soul-satisfying.

Our high efficiency stoves combine the comfortable day-and-night warmth of soapstone with the grace and beauty of fine furniture.

FREE CATALOG AND VIDEO
To request information from our advertisers: PHONE: 1-888-398-2200 FAX: 1-865-488-6188
MAIL: Fill out the postage-paid card and drop in the mail. (If requesting literature with charge, put card and check in envelope and mail.)

Abatron, Inc. .......................... 254
See our ad on page 91

Ace Hardware ...................... 426
See our ad on pages 18 & 19
Of all the product brand names in the hardware and home improvement industry, one stands above all others for quality, value and selection—Ace Brand. Over 9,000 items available exclusively at Ace Hardware. Free brochure. 630-990-3613. www.acehardware.com.

Allied Windows .................... 78
See our ad on page 128

Amazon.com ........................... 424
See our ad on page 11
Amazon.com Home Improvement store now open. With tons of tools and information, we can help you do just about anything around the house. www.amazon.com.

Antique Hardware Store ............ .80
See our ad on page 37

Arrow Fastener ........................ 43
See our ad on page 43

Arroyo Craftsman Lighting, Inc. .... 82
See our ad on page 30

Benjamin Obdyke .................... 77
See our ad on page 113

Benjamin Obdyke .................... .84
See our ad on page 119

Cabot .................................. .86
See our ad on pages 12 & 13

Carlisle Restoration Lumber ........ 127
See our ad on page 101
Traditional Wide Plank Flooring. In the tradition of our heritage, we have America's source for custom crafted flooring for over 30 years. Free literature. 800-595-9663. www.wideplankflooring.com.

Celotex .................................. 83
See our ad on page 33

CertainTeed Shade System/ ShadeTree Canopies .................. 392
See our ad on page 79

Certainteed Roofing .................. 138
See our ad on page 98
A full line of quality roofing, siding, insulation, windows, fencing and ventilation products that maximize style, comfort and durability. For information, call 800-782-8777 or visit www.certainteed.com.

CP Films Inc. ......................... 406
See our ad on page 34
Rejects up to 65% of the sun's heat, 99.9% of damaging ultraviolet rays, reducing fading and glare while maintaining a neutral appearance. Free literature. 800-235-6588. www.vista-films.com.

Crown City Hardware .................. 88
See our ad on page 4
Hard-to-Find Hardware. From the 16th century through the 1930's; using brass, iron, pewter & crystal. Catalog includes informative text and high-quality restoration hardware. $6.50. 626-794-1188.

Cultured Stone Corp. .................. 179, 183
See our ad on page 7
CULTURED STONE® Products add beauty and distinction to your home. They look and feel like natural stones, yet cost far less. Free 6-page all-products brochure (no. 179) or 64-page catalog filled with design ideas for $5 (no. 183). 800-255-3172. www.culturedstone.com.

Decorator's Supply Corporation ..... 110
See our ad on page 102

Designer Doors ....................... 144
See our ad on page 101
Designer Doors works with homeowners, architects and design-builders to create beautiful wood garage doors that complement vintage and designer homes. Call 800-241-0525 or visit www.designerdoors.com.

Doors By Decora ....................... 425
See our ad on page 114

Drylok, Masonry Waterproofer ........ 395
See our ad on page 110

DuraVinyl .............................. 408
See our ad on page 95
Free Literature. 800-206-4946.

Elk Corporation ....................... 89
See our ad on page 116

Elliott's Hardware Plus .............. 90
See our ad on page 99
Are you put off by the high cost of epoxy restoration products?

We’ve done something about it!

You don’t even have to take our word for it!

Use these products everywhere you’ve used the old expensive epoxy rot repair products. Our ten dollar Rot Repair Kit will get you started. It contains Rot Fix (liquid epoxy), Sculpwood (kneadable putty) and a price list, of course.

Phone 800-333-5514 and use your credit card!

Call (508) 772-3493
The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. D003, P.O. Box 511
Ayer, MA 01432

When it comes to efficiency and performance, nothing comes close to AquaStar tankless, gas water heaters. The tankless design means water is heated on demand, in an instant. And, since there’s no need to continually heat and reheat water, the AquaStar delivers exceptional energy savings. Manufactured by Bosch, AquaStar water heaters are designed to last a lifetime. And when you’re renovating or building a new home, settle for nothing less.

Circle no. 119
Circle no. 313
Circle no. 189
Circle no. 136
DON'T PAINT YOUR RADIATORS

Paint drastically reduces the efficiency of steam & hot water radiators and wood enclosures are poor heat conductors.

Affordable Ace Radiator Enclosures...
- Offer durability of steel with baked enamel finish in decorator colors.
- Keep drapes, walls & ceilings clean.
- Project heat out into the room.

FREE Estimates
FREE Heat Efficiency Catalog

Write or Phone
1-800-543-7040 Toll-Free
1-513-385-0555 in Ohio (Collect)

arsco Manufacturing Co., Inc.
3564 Blue Rock Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45247

Circle no. 120

FREE Estimates
FREE Heat Efficiency Catalog

Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments

Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art® Steel Ceilings - a complete, 94-year-old line of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:
- moldings • balusters • finials • marquee • crestings • lion heads
- brackets • urns • scrolls • enrichments • garlands • conductor heads
- cornets • capitals • leaves • glass pendant • pendant and fittings
- rosettes • festoons • friezes • frames • ornaments

Over 1300 catalog items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited.
W.F. Norman also produces building cornices, lintels, capitals, window hoods, finials and weather vanes.

W.F. NORMAN CORP.
Complete catalog $2.50 • P.O. Box 323, Nauvoo, MO 64774 • 800-641-4038 • fax 417-667-2758

Circle no. 402

REPRODUCTION ELECTRIC LAMPS

Museum Quality by FerroVATT®
Available Exclusively in BOTH Carbon and Tungsten Filaments

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-221-9092

Telephone 201-938-1200 Fax 201-434-8535
Ideal for Museums, Historic Restorations, Hotels, Period Homes and Theaters
EXPORT LAMPS AVAILABLE IN ALL VOLTAGES AND BASES
Exclusive distributor ARMSCO LIGHTING INC. 15 BROOK ST. JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302 USA

Circle no. 397

The WoodFactory
111 Railroad St., Dept. OHJ
Navasota, TX 77868
409-825-7233
Moldings • Screen Doors • Porch Parts
Custom Woodwork • Ornamental Trim

Send $2.00 for a Catalog

Circle no. 111

Free!
Download the best 
home inspection reporting
software (and more) from
www.homexam.com

Circle no. 403

ADAMS ARCHITECTURAL WOOD PRODUCTS

Traditional Storms, Screens and Sash; Mortise and Tenon—no finger jointing.

Individually handcrafted to your specifications. Quick turnaround. Cost? Less than you think.

Call 1-888-285-8120 to speak with one of our specialists.

300 Trails Road, Eldridge, IA 52748
www.adamsarch.com • fax 319-285-8003
Formerly Midwest Architectural Wood Products LTD

Circle no. 176

Jack Wallis' Door Emporium
Excellence in Handcrafted Doors & Stained Glass
COLOR CATALOG 32 thru 491 PAGE SKETCH BOOK 39
2905 BUTTERWORTH RD., MURRAY, KY 42071
270-489-2613

Circle no. 404
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Hardware Restoration
Brass, Bronze, Nickel, Pewter

We are specialists in the restoration of antique metal hardware, including doorknobs, backplates, hinges, window pulls and locks, lighting fixtures, and other decorative pieces.

Al Bar Wilmette Platers
Over 60 years experience
in restoring antique metal.

Send us your hardware
for free estimate.

127 Green Bay Road
Wilmette, Illinois 60091
847.251.0187
FAX 847.251.0281

Bargain Books
America’s Biggest Selection!
- Save up to 80% on recent publishers’ overstocks. Plus save 30% or more on current books and best sellers!
- Architecture, Home Decor, Reference, Do-It-Yourself—over 60 subject areas.
- Free Catalog
800-677-3483

Edward R. Hamilton, Bookseller
6191 Oak, Falls Village, CT 06031-5005
www.erhbooks.com/bg

Would you like to be an Antiques Dealer?
Since 1965 the Ashford Institute of Antiques has been offering a Profit and Pleasure Home Study Course that has tremendous financial and personal rewards.

www.asheford.com

FREE BOOK Mail Coupon To:
Ashford Institute of Antiques 777 Gulf Shores Drive 8300/11 Denton, FL 32543
Name
Address
City
State
Zip

AMERICA’S OLDEST MAKERS OF COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING FIXTURES

AUTHENTIC DESIGNS
42A The Mill Road
West Rupert, Vermont 05776
(802) 394-7713
Catalogue $3.00

Our Samples Are Better Than FREE!

We’re so sure you’ll love our Square Drive Screws we will practically pay you to try them.

Return this card with $5 and we will send you our famous “Try-Pack” Sampler of 100 screws (25 each of #8 x 5/8, 8 x 1-1/4, 8 x 1-1/2 and 8 x 2) along with a driver bit for your drill, our catalog listing 500 types of Square Drive screws, and a coupon worth $5 off your first order of $25 or more, or $10 off your first order of $50 or more! (Offer expires 6-30-00. Available in USA only.)
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BARGAIN BOOKS

Circle no. 141
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Circle no. 114
The original historic home renovation resource. Every issue delivers detailed, accurate how-to information, restoration and renovation products, creative period decorating ideas and imaginative solutions to difficult projects.

Call 1.800.234.3797
to start your subscription to
OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
www.oldhousejournal.com

Fischer & Jirouch has been hand-crafting plaster ornaments by the same methods for nearly 100 years. We use only traditional plaster in replicas of our 1,500 designs from a variety of periods. Architects, tradespeople, and do-it-yourselfers rely on our pieces to enhance their exterior and interior projects. We also offer custom reproduction.

Hand-crafted Fischer & Jirouch ornaments are as easy to work with as wood and authentic throughout. Send for our 144-page catalog ($10 US, $15 Canadian).

No credit cards.
We ship UPS only (no P.O. boxes)
Canadian orders in U.S. dollars

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4821 Superior Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Tel. (216) 361-3840 • FAX (216) 361-0650
Fine American Lighting
Real American Value
From Lighting by
Hammerworks
Lanterns, Sconces,
Chandeliers, and
Hand-Forged Hardware
Send $5 for two full
color catalogs and
discover how you can enjoy
the beauty and quality of our
Colonial lighting in your
home to:
Lighting by Hammerworks
6 Fremont Street. Dept OHJ, Worcester, MA 01601. 306-755-3414
115 Main Street, Dept OHJ, Montpelier, VT 05602
http://www.hammerworks.com

Push Button
Light Switches
DIMMER & SINGLE & 3-WAY
DECORATIVE
& PLAIN
SOLID BRASS
WALL PLATES

• MOULDING
HOMES
• EDISON
BULBS
• TASSLE KITS
• & MORE

For Catalog Send $2.00 to:
Classic Accents
13631 Brest St. Box 1181 Dept OHJ
Brownstown, Twp, MI 48174
(734) 941-8011
e-mail: classic_accents@ameritech.net
www.classicaccents.net

Screen & Storm Doors
- Mahogany
- Custom sizes
- Tempered glass
- 55 styles
Send $3 for our catalog
Touchstone Woodworks
PO Box 112
Dept OHJ
Ravenna OH 44266
(330) 297-1313
Recommended in Shop Talk, The Boston Globe!

Cinder Whit & Company
731 Eleven Avenue South, Woburn, MA 01801
1-800-527-9064 Fax 701-642-4204
E-Mail: info@cinderwhit.com
Web site: www.cinderwhit.com
Wood Turnings for Porches & Stairways
Stock or Custom Designs
Authentic Replications
Free Brochure

Custom Shutters
Interior and Exterior
Wholesale to the Public
2 1/2" Moveable louver,
raised panel and fixed louver
shutters. Custom finished or
unfinished. Complete selection
of hardware.
$2.00 brochure
Shutter Depot
rt. 2 Box 157
Greenville, GA 30222
706 • 572 • 1214

All STEEL ENCLOSURES
FOR HOMES, OFFICES, CHURCHES, INSTITUTIONS
BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE • EASY TO ASSEMBLE
SEND $3 FOR OUR CATALOG
Send $1.00 for Brochures. Refundable with Order.

MONARCH Department OHJ
P.O. Box 325, 111 Kero Rd.
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072 (201) 507-5551

GOOD TIME STOVE CO.
Genuine Antique Stoves
Restored With Love...
...for the warmth of your parlor
& the heart of your kitchen
Timeless Beauty • Superior Efficiency • Expert Restoration
Call 888-282-7506
Brochure & videos available.
stoveblack@goodtimestove.com http://www.goodtimestove.com

WOOD ... Aged to Perfection
PIONEER 1-800-WOOD (9663)
MILLWORKS Farmington, New York
www.pioneermillworks.com

RECYCLING THE PAST
Architectural Antiques
for Home & Garden
Fireplace Mantels
Doors & Windows
Unique Garden Ornaments
Iron Gates & Fencing
Kitchen & Bath
Fixtures • Sinks • Tubs
Building Materials
381 N. Main Street, Barnegat, NJ 08005
1.800.948.9998
www.recylingthepast.com

RADIATOR ELECTRIFICATIONS
FOR HOMES, OFFICES, CHURCHES, INSTITUTIONS
FROM THIS
TO THIS
FROM $24.10

FROM
TO
BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE • EASY TO ASSEMBLE
MANY STYLES & COLORS • BAKED ENAMEL FINISH
Send $1.00 for Brochures. Refundable with Order.

MONARCH Department OHJ
P.O. Box 325, 111 Kero Rd.
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072 (201) 507-5551
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CONCRETE BLOCKED Talk about being walled in! This quoined Georgian Revival mansion looks as though it's being crushed between massive modern additions. With the classical façade now lost to formwork, it's a dramatic development in a historic Pittsburg neighborhood that once housed families named Mellon, Heinz, and Westinghouse. The identical twin next door (right) remains free of blockages.

WIN FAME AND $100.
If you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color prints. We'll award you $100 if your photos are selected. The message is more dramatic if you send along a picture of a similar unremuddled building. (Original photography only, please; no clippings.)

Remuddling Editor, Old-House Journal, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.
When you're trying to realize a vision, sometimes you have to look beyond the expected.

Silver Line makes high-style, solid vinyl windows with a multitude of design innovations. Compared to wood, they're less work to maintain and easier on the budget. An incredible variety of sizes, shapes and options help make Silver Line windows true building blocks for the imagination.

The best thing about selling or installing Silver Line windows is knowing that their quality will stand the test of time. Our QC and testing are so rigorous, you can be sure our windows will stand up to almost anything Mother Nature throws at them. In fact, we back every window with a lifetime warranty. For either new construction or replacement, Silver Line windows are always the best value. So the only customer call-backs you'll have will be for more windows.

With Silver Line, there is no limit to the exciting ways you can help your customers see the forest beyond the trees. Want to know more? Just ask us. Visit us at www.silverlinewindow.com, or call toll-free 800-234-4228.
We build authentically re-created lighting for period homes. Authentic details. Authentic materials. No shortcuts. Late Victorian. Arts & Crafts.


“Rise Up and Bathe the World in Light.”

Wordsworth

LAMP & FIXTURE CO.

2550 N.W. Nicolai Street, Portland, Oregon 97210
Toll-free: 1-888-3-GETLIT (888-343-8548) • www.rejuvenation.com